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Officers
violated
laws, say
justices

A.S. officials spent money
without board approval
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Fhree Associated Students executive officers knowingly
violated operating procedures when they spent $12,000 in
student government funds on office equipment, the A.S.
Judicial Review Board announced Wednesday.
’Hie review board found that A.S. President Jerry
Simmons, Vice President Mike Yaghmai and Controller
Adrian Rodriguez used improper techniques to make the
purchases.
Justices found:
the purchase of the equipment left a negative balance
in an A.S. account
two of the bills didn’t have proper authorization. The
request was supposed to be
signed by Yaghmai, but wasn’t
TODAY IS THE LAST
the expenditures for the
DAY TO VOTE FOR THE
stereo and furniture weren t
approved by the A.S. board. Ii
an expenditure exceeds a specified amount. It is slIppOSed to be approved by the board.
’Hie S12,000 to redecorate executive offices exceeded the
limit
the appropriations were made from a variety of
accounts such as salary, travel, phone, and copying, but none
specifically for office supplies
"These officers have manipulated student government
and arrogantly disregarded the rights of students," faculty
justice Robin Love said.
Ihe review board decided to wait until January before
its presenting decision because it wanted the student body
to know these executive officers acted inappropriately.

A.S. ELECTIONS

Climbing
the walls
Students can experience the thrill of mountain
climbing by taking the Mountaineering Class, which
is taught by Larry Caughlan every Friday as part of
the HUP department. Friday the class was held at
Planet Granite, an indoor climbing playground in
Sunnyvale. Students paid $20 each to experience
basic rock climbing, including basic safety, belaying
(spotting the climber), tying knots and bouldering
(climbing horizontally on a low wall without ropes)
on the climbing gyms with manmade structures
contoured like real rocks.

See A.S. Judiciary, page 10

Two fights
in housing

Above: SJSU junior business major Mei Yee
Kong looks a long way down after climbing to the
top of the wall.

By Andrew W. Davis
Spartan Maly Staff Writer
The University Police Department responded to an
assault and battery call in Markham I fall at 105 a.m.
Wednesday.
The 30 -year -old suspect, John Forsyth, was arrested and
cited for assault and battery on Mona Kasem, 22. Kasem,
roommate (r1 the suspect’s 21 -year -old girlf riend, I.isa
Flores, was allegedly assaulted during an argument with
Forsyth.
According to 114) officials, the trouble started earlier in
the day when the v is is had a disagreement with the suspect over written correspondence in the Victim’s possession.
The argument ended up in the room of the victim
where the suspect refused to leave. A heated argument
ensued, prompting Kasem to threaten to call authorities
According to Kasem, after she told Forsyth that she
would call a resident adviser, Forsyth became irate and
began grabbing her and shoving her around, police said.
Forsyth claims the assault came from Kasem, and, in an
expletive -laced statement to police, expressed his belief that
mutual loathing," UPI)
he and the VitI1171 shared
spokesman I.t. Shannon Maloney said.
When University police officers arrived at Markham
Hall they found red marks on the victim’s neck, indicating
some sort of struggle had taken place, police officials said.
See UPD Briefs, page5

Left: All students were attach rope to their climbing harness by tying the double eight knot.
PHOTOS BY R.W. BRADFORD
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Crackdown kicks off at SJSU
City, university officials meet to plan clean up of campus neighborhood
By Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
11’he 17th Project Crackdown kickof I
meeting was held at 7 p.m. Wednesday in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
the site for the project is the
Ca to p us
Environs
neighborhhod
between Fourth and 11th Streets and
Santa Clara to Highway 280. This area
qualified as the next target area for
clean-up her:111\C it is (tinsidered high

II/ get teduce
t !AMC Afe.i. I lit
crime in this area.
I /nth, IiI inns ilman David Pandori
stressed the A t immunity" Thcilic of ale
ti Ins welcoming speech and ’cm
forced it by urging the packed hall III tiVt’l
300 peliple to get to know one another,
and work as a team.
Mayor StIS:111 Hammer thanked all the
residents, stucktits, police officers and
,i111111t1Iiily members who attended the
meeting and pledged her support for this

t
-\Xe have been sus ( essitil in our past
S01111111111ity aid S ivy projec is because we
know how to do ir right," said Mama
I brainier.
Hammer asserted that the Project
Crackdown team is tirade up of extremely
committed individuals and several agencies, but they will is I as sine big depart.
ment, whit It will triter help and resources
to the community.
’lire mayor said the three most impor.

Yates named top
national educator
By James S. Gunsslu.
Spartan Daily Staff Writ,

Spartan Daily
Nato By BRANDON GARCIA
Engineering professor Janet Yates, is shown here in her office with a
Indonesian shadow puppet and a picture of the Liquified Natural Gas plant in
Borneo that she worked at from 1983 to 1984.

At IA, Janet Yates applied to Cal
Pols San Luis Obispo’s school of
arc liaccture. The response: "We
I want women here; go some plc
Now huilding a doctorate in civil
engineering, the San June State
University professor has recently
received the 1997 Outstanding
Educator Award given by the
Associated General Contractors of
America Education and Research
Foundation.
She is the first woman to receive

this distinction.
Nominated by her StlidentS, Yates’
award not only establishes A land
mark in her career but puts one on
the road she has built for wrimen in
the industry.
Fhe construction industry is by
far a predominately male industry,
especially in the areas of design and
management where I’m niost
involved," Yates said. "When I
received my Ph.D. in construction
civil engineering I was only the first
or second woman to do so. Today
there are seven or eight women with
Ph.D.’s in this field."
See Yates, page 10

tant features til this plop, t will Ire: to get
the bad guys out, to Wolk together with
the ( :ommunity At lion lean) and to work
together as a COMMIIIIIty to figure out
what our goals are and how and when they
can be achieved.
The office of Project Crackdown for
the area south of SJSU campus will he
!tamed at the Notre Dame Ifigli School in
At tics
fine and the
I earn will hold its ITICCIlligS .it I AiWell
See Crackdown, page 10
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in the eating areas.
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Cloning is just another
recipe for disaster
(;od
Adam
the story

cloning humans

s

Although many have expressed how wrong it is to

.In., _ , .

this revolutionary prospect. Cloning offers enormous

goes,

removed a rib from

and gave life to Eve; now, Dr. Ian Wilmot
emoved a single adult cell from a full-grown
sheep and gave life to Dolly.
The experiments spawned more than just the reality
of animal cloning, but the possibility of human cloning
As well. Once this boundary was crossed, it was

mals can be duplicated, humans won’t be far behind.
clone humans, this is not a good enough reason to ban

scious.
"Students have such a stressful time," Palladino said. "They
don’t want to mess around by
fixing a salad. They want something that is convenient."
It is fine to grab a burrito at
the Cactus Cafe, but you might
want to consider holding the
sour cream and guacamole.
However, it doesn’t hurt to head
for the salad bar and hold the
creamy dressing.

in their diet. However,
on the menu is
not enough. Students must take
the initiative to make the
healthy choiccs.
Amy Palladino, a registered
nurse at California State
University, Hayward, said placing symbols could encourage a
healthy eating habit.
However, the symbols may
only benefit those who arc
already calorie and fat conplacing symbols

P sheep from an adult sheep’s cells. Now that mam-

human benefits.
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the ethical dilemma

inevitable

Simon Eishel, embryologist and scientific director of

others

would

try

to

determine

whether

human cloning is possible. But standing at an ethical

the Nurture Fertility Clinic, said in an article in New
Scientist magazine that if this procedure existed, it may

threshold, society needs to shout that it should not be.

produce embryonic cells capable of repairing an individ-

about imposing restrictions to prevent potential ghastly

ual’s damaged tissues.

nightmarishness.

Human cloning would create sources of perfectly
matched

organ

transplants.

Eishel said. Cloning may save
children who have

leukemia.

It

scientists

could

also

give

insight into why a spinal cord
won’t regenerate after injury.
According to an article in
the Washington
Varmus,

Post, I (amid

director

of

the

National

ItiStittlteS Of !health,

believes

society

may

Genetic

cloning

could be reserved for

rare cases

conditions.

every

cloned

Einstein

or

litisseins or an army of !litters.
not talking cardboard
cut-outs. These are individuals
who
aside from genetic
make-up would be different
from the original.
After all, even science cannot copy a soul.
To assume a clone would
be identical to its donor would
be to assume DNA alone
determines personality and
We’re

Spenci.r

WRITER’S FORUM
By Terri K.
Milner

that memories and

psyche

life experience have nothing to

such as untreatable infertility
in couples intent on having

For

It’s

Beethoven, there’s the possibility of a set of Sadaam

WRITER’S FORUM
By Ctititttri fie

decide

cloning is acceptable in certain

halting scientific progress.

This is not about

do with

a

genetically related off-

it. A

clone would not

lie a reproduction but merely a twin.

spring, Vartnus said.

Discussions about clones being used as organ donors

Fears that cloning will produce a carbon copy of

A

have

human is exaggerated and misplaced. Even if scientists

been

widespread,

but

differentiating

between

acceptable and unacceptable cloning would find society

could clone a person. it would be more like an identical

in murky waters. The line could not be realistically

twin, not an exact copy. Geneticists are aware of the ways

drawn between a couple who wants to clone their 6-

environmental
example,

factors

affect

genetic

the geographical region

in

expression.
which

a

For

year -old to use the clone’s bone marrow to save the first
child from leukemia, whereby both children would live,

person

resides affects the color of his or her hair and height. In
addition, parental influences play a role because no one

and the

save

tan recreate how someone is raised.

couple who wants to use the clone’s heart to

the original, essentially breeding life only for death.

Who holds ownership rights? What about keeping a

The wave of shot k and horror surrounding human

chine to harvest organs when lungs have been out -

cloning seems astonishing since the potential has been

smoked and livers have been out -drunk? This is less

present for quite some time.

about

In the V s, scientists from Allegheny UIn

I lealth

of

It is about turning life into an

Something

is

lost

when

conception

is

reduced to photocopying. The interception of inter-

from red blood cells. I lowever, the tadpoles died halfway

course leads to an inhibition of natural selection.

through metamorphosis.
Embryo twinning

playing God.

experiment.

Science came close to raising tadpoles created

Sexual intercourse combines two people’s genes to
splitting embryos in half is

A

form

practiced in the cattle industry.

new being, ensuring diversity generation after

generation. I lowever, cloning involves one set of genet-

The Oregon Regional Primate Research Center in

ic material, limiting diversity that would drain the gene

Beaverton has antuiunced it created the first monkeys

pool of variety. Inhibiting natural selection and endan-

from clotted embryos.

gering the viability of the

In

vitro feroluation

test-tube babies

species. Besides short-circuiting evolution, it reduces the most sacred act to mere

has been

infertile couples for several years.
!Inman clotting can be traced from these developments. When these breakthroughs occurred, the moral
and ethical implications seem to have been ignored.
There was neither the flurry of negative reaction nor the
an option for

narcissism. No longer passing on a legacy to a child,
clones would be monuments to those with egos big
enough to think the world could use more of them and
pocketbooks fat enough to bankroll the procedure.
As it has dawned on people that via science they

outpouring of ethical concerns.

could be absolute masters of their existence, what has

The technological potential has been released, and it
can’t be stopped. While President Bill Clinton has called
fin A 90 -day review by the Bioethics Advisory
Commission, and Congress has considered banning
experiments, A prohibition would be Olefin:I iVe.
Baniiirig human cloning won’t quell the desire for
research.
periments would move to underground labs
in other t unities. Instead of a ban, there should be regulations based on broad discussion. By keeping research
out in the open, there will be less potential for abuse. The
government could also dictate when human cloning is
acceptable through stringent guidelines.
Car/wrote .S.periter ir a Spartan

forgotten is we were not supposed to live forever.
We were not meant to replace organs endlessly as ours

been

gave out, cloning repeatedly as each "twin" was exhausted of its replacement parts. We are going too far, poised
to lift the lid of Pandora’s Box and to eye the tree from
which the forbidden fruit hangs.
Legislation needs to stop experimental human
cloning before it starts, thereby ensuring we do not take
disastrous steps that could one day destroy even ourselves. Natural progression dictates we are to be born,
we are to live arid we are to die.
And Dolly shouldn’t change that.

Staff Writer.
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Associal Cil

!Lunn:

Letter to the Editor

lair

inopportune

tune,

lust

A

very

when

tlit-

Inc-sent
for

I

also

having the

courage and strength to stand up

Students electoral process. It
came to ml- attention (at

and

ornmend Roth

mein

I

against

my

reputation.

is responsible

will find out who

(.1faen treatments)
w,us011 A p0111,,..il
distributed throughout AM -

returned 11)11f11

for this, I

that toy’ name

believe

flier

I

promise. If you don’t

me

(like

the

ridiculous

to

answer

At

my concerns

the

candidate forum because it is a
well-known

fact

I

can

demon-

strate A high level of assertiveness.
Even when Roth screwed up in

pus.
I am very angry! Someone
used my tlAITIC With0111 my per-

flier states), ask anyone in A.S. or
the Student Life Center who has

any

experienced my assertiveness.

between the twin of us, he always

mission to print misinformation

tors..

about int

Roth is in no way discrimina-

A.S. presidential i andi-

Roth is so bent on being

completely egalitarian that maybe

I

experience

I

encountered

mean always

stuck it out,

even when the chips were down.
I will be voting for Roland

he goes too far. I don’t mean to

Roth

rude

be nasty or condescending, but I

opponent denies any knowledge

and obnoxious loser infringe on

don’t think he would even know

my personal right by distributing

how to sexually harass anyone.

or involvement in this gross
abuse of my rights as an MA’

date: Roland Roth.

Not only

did this stupid

because even

Spartan

though

this is clearly an illegal

fliers all over laMplIS with nega-

It is true Roth and I have had

Steve

animosity due to nothing hut the

campaign smear.

%At tot Argil winner in a
discrimination ctunplaint against
Mr. Roth. but it WAN a complaint
that never existed Ever.
I am very upset that my name
WAS tANItt’d All Wier campus with

stupid, petty, wrongly -conceived

thing very fishy. and

tive lies naming myself, Sir

Barka, as

dishonest

el

campaign

I smell

I

SOMC-

don’t like

experiences, of which I am guilty

it at all. If we are going to be the

of being more reactionary than

future,

revolutionary in

my experience

stupid trash. Shame on whoever

ot an

distributed this smut. You should

with

Roth

as an officer

let’s please

not

act

like

I

be embarrassed and ashamed of

assertively directed questions at

yourself for spreading such hues

51SU

smearing,

his

organization.

It

is true

and trash. Whoever is responsible

not to mention that this person
or persons trespassed all over uni-

him at the candidate forum.

versity policy by disobeying elec-

admirc Roth’s courage to accept

tion rules and regulations.

the challenge to face the prob-

Steve Barko

lems and leadership needs of the

Geography-E:artograpy

It

This is a clear case of harass-

4

is also

true I

respect and

for this is not Spartan material.

-."
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Deadline for Black Graduation
The Black Graduation Committee 1997 is now
accepting Black Graduation applications, which are
due by March 14. For more information, call 2954248.

Vast display of art
the Sc hoot of Art and I )ctign will have Student
Galleries Art Exhibits front now until March 14.
Galleries include Scnet and ’Fouze’s 2-D class, a
gallery on sculpture and textiles, paintings by Wayne
Jiang and paintings by Aaron Garber-Maikovska and
Michael S. For more information, contact the
Gallery Office at 924-4330.

A night of dance
Presented by the School of Music and Dance,
Dance ’97 is coming to the University Dance
’Fheatre featuring the Limon West/Dance Project
and the master work, "There is a Time." Directed by
Fred Mathews, it will be presented today at 1
p.m.Tickets available range from $6 to $10 at 924-

mass today from 12)5 p.m. to 1230 p.m at the
John XXIII Center located across from the SJSU
Theatre. Call Ginn), for more information at 9 041610.

SJSU Technology Division holds
open house
An Open House will be hosted by the SJSU
Division of Technology today from 2 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the Industrial Studies Building. lave laboratory and multimedia demonstrations will be presented as well as a special presentation by KTEH-54.
Refreshments and door prizes will be served as well
as tours of the labs and facilities. If you are interested in it
all Rosemary Kokes at 924-3190.
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"We’re walking
targets
because we’re
rappers, we’re
entertainers.
We’ve got to
be careful."
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and
1111CSII’t
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promoter said. Whets
the tour suits in
April, set:tints: will he
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Snoop will be promoting peace and
unity.
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Jell
ROWC11, hooking and
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try of electronics, the Silicon \
and its new wave of manilla, toting
industry has become a concein for
many local Green party members.
"The solutions that the Green
l’arty has to solve some of these problems are what really sets us apart from
and
1)ernoeratic
the
larger
Republican Parties." Bloomberg said.
"Through finances and funding the
larger parties are beholden to incIllstry
in order fin them to stay running. On
the other hand the Green Parts. 11.11 .1
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level."
Con, curing students, conference
coordinator and SISU alumnus, HAL
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Daily, hot they gave us credit in
the nes, slettei for funding Derby
Days," Rodi wan./ said.
Ile added that A.S. did fund
Sigma Chi tor security, decorations, [hers and disc jockeys but
not the $1.0.51 the Derby 1)aily’s
printing cost,
liatuhati. who was in charge of
the publication, said the Derby
Dille was paid for Jointly buy A.S.
and !torn Sigma Chi. Sigma (:hi
sold ads to local San Jose compaIlles and different Creek clubs.
"Most of the ads and pictures
put in the Derby l)aily were paid
fu in by local San Jose companies,"
said Bat uhan.
Rodriguez added, "Bat uhan
may have misunderstood the contract because AS. did not fund
the printing cost."
In February the A.S. funded
$2,981 for this week’s Derby
Days events which includes a barhet ;ie and a party Al Sall JOSC t lye.
ROdrigliCi,
OE igu toil recomnsendaticm vvas for under $2,000
Inn the Finance Committee overruled his recommendation and
limited Sigma (*.hi the full
amount. After getting passed by
the finance C:onimittee it Went to
thy Board Ot Directors where it
vvas also apployed.
As .1 controller all I can do is
Mit a !Cc 0111111C1111.01011, hut ultimately it is lip to the Finance
Committee,- said l(odriguez.
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WE’LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you’re stuck with a student loan that’s not
in default, tlw Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we’ll reduce your debt-up
to$65,000. Payment is either 1/3 of the
debt or $1,5(X) for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

cgt shtrtsRbatnet corn

sa f. mastercard
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artists have tiouhle keeinny, it out of
thcil ic.il
1,.11111
KIIVs’.111.1. author
tit rite
kiok. "Tile 1.111cmi
Rap,- dismissed t ilk cit other
tappers living under .1
cloud of 11111(111.e.
.1 111111k Me media
has teallv blown II out
plopcc ttion.
kitwana said -You
would think that we’re
living in the clays of Al
voile, and I chin.’
think that then: is that
level of yo den, in the
rap industry.-but k I), whose
- Havoc, Isatitl Public Enemy
Rap artist were I cl.t k ernpowei
mem pioneers. says the
shooting shirws that
him k in black crinw is out of control.
I lie blac k "immunity is ilia iti
control id its realm,
crliir
CC01101111( s, C111111k C1111111 and enviton-

Compiled by Deanna Zemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Confusion over
frat paper funds

111

1 ..A , became. there .iin’t nobody finding these people \silo are killing every
bushy, Icc said Ii is titisafe at dos
time, I dunk, for all 01 us
snoop
Doggy
Dory, is f10,11,011111g
38 coo, vit tom ihat
was to begin ’latch
21 in North t arolina

I lie general meeting will be held from 2:30 p.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Sweeney Hall Room 214. For more
inhumation, call Raj Sarnia -Gill at (510) 440-1670.

111C PICSIdC111., (1111,C A111 he holdinr..1
:Ampus
Safety Discussion in 1..S:( 25S arid 25 ’ ri,m, 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday, Mardi I
K S VI’. at 9241106.

East/ West tensions run high
MAX’ NMK t Al) When Ii, ’is
its I althitnia. rap .011,1 11,1Vot 111
X1l11111 I keg 11 1..11-(1111 .111111,11 11111/ is
around him. rension betwecii ast
and West coast rappers is., reality this
Bronx resident can’t ignore.
"We’re walking targets because
we’re rappers, we’re entertainers.
We’ve got to be careful," said Hayti( .
whose Allston, "Hell on
topped the rhythm and blues c 11.11[1.
The shooting deaths ol 1 Ilpak
Shakur and I Ile N0E101011, 14.1 11.
have left many rap music 1.111, 101 edge.
The two musicians, killed in sinii
lar unsolved drive liv shootinp six
months apart, carried out a personal
rivalry in their lyrics and in interviews. ()pinions vary as tO whether a
wider bi coastal rivalry contributed to
(CAI
an C111(31.11IIIIICIlt
C
ii,
101111
1.1(C(1 with images of fantasy violence.
I firs Is the first time I ever felt
wlu.se
unsafe," ,J1(1 rapper It e
"Cop Killer" song ignited a iorptitate
battle with 1 irite Warner lir 1992
It e:1 arid others in the inchistiy
sought to calm tensions following the
death in los Angeles suodav or I ItsNotorious BIG., a liririrldvri native
syliose real name was P 10111101er
Wallace.
Rapper Luke, formerly of 2 I.ive
Crew, also said he is Wan’.
’It is unsafe for Snoop Muggy
Dogg) to corn(’ 10 A concert in New
York. for Nas tri gIl In A (1111,11 crc

Hearth Science students hold
general meeting

Campus safety discussed

Ministry holds mass

%CI

1101(1111g All

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Allan". %sill he
featuring a speaker ffir l’arents and 1c us ids of
Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) today from 3:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room in the Student
Union. For more information, contact 1 eshe at
3336.

Circulo Ilispanico (Spanish (.lub) presents cultural encounters, which includes conversations and
free tutoring today from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. For
those who are interested, please meet at the Council
Chambers in the Si talent Union. For more information. call Profess,. Matallana at 924-4612.

"The Green
Party has a very
different way of
doing business in
comparison to
the larger, mainstream parties."

hi

GALA. features speaker

Ecology, responsibility, diversity keys to alternative political gathering
Spreading grassroots ideals such as
ecological wisdom, personal and
social responsibility and respect for
diversity, the California Green Party
will hold its state conference at San
Jose State University this Saturday
and Sunday.
Beginning at 8 a.m. in the
Business Classroom Building on 9th
Street the conference will host meetings open to the public all day where
breakfast and lunch will be served for
a fee of $5.
As one of two conferences to be
held this year in Northern California
this weekend’s meeting of the party
plans to address not only issues of
business that at fcc t the party but state
and local Issues is well.
On Saturday evening at 7 rill. itt
Morris Daily Auditorium. an evening
program will also he presented I or
free. Featuring a panel of ,oninninit v
leaders involved in environmental
and social issues, the 111,V.1111 Will
also host guest speakers Mark Bolt
from Bay Area A(111111. speaking MI
the campaign to save the I leadwaters

ss Ill

evening of food, fun and games Al p.m. All visitors
are welcome at the San Jose Institute at 66 South
7th St. Call 286-3313 for 1111/IC 1111111111.111101.

Cultural encounters of the
Spanish kind

Often perceived as tree huggers
orest; Sue Abby from Silicon Valley
1icc Coalition, speaking on conout to save the environment to those
not familiar with the party, the
k crns over the high rate of breast CanGreens hope to dispel these notions at
cer in the valley and other issues; and
from
this
weekends
I.isa
Hoyos
11111111111111111111111111110111011
conference, and
Working Partners, a
inform the public
labor and community
on what
the
developeconomic
planks in its platment orga
form are.
As All independent
"To say that
party, the Greens are
the Green Party
based on the idea that
is onlv concerned
ill littler to truly Sol,
with Wiles that
the issues that affect
et n ecology
the global community
is Incorrect. We
we must address these
are a sot il MOVCissues at a local and
to
IIIVIng
Ment
personal level.
bring
people
"The ;teen Party
together to make
has A very different
- Warner Bloomberg
way id doing business
k liangc
and
Green Party steering ram. AWAICIICSS,"
in comparison to the
larger,
mainstream
committee member P,100111hcrp said.
Spk/IISOICki by
parties," Green Party
the Greet; Party
of Santa Clara steering
of Santa Clara and San Jose State
\Vat net
member.
committee
Bloomberg said. "’We %soil< tin the Cteens, the conference will address
many of 111C l(lilies ,111.11 AS 1.11101 .111(1
basis of consensus. De, isions don’t
lust get made hy a 01.11011IV Volt.. SO deVeloproc/0 as thee
ccci itt
Jose and the Silk on Valley. AN a cenWe Work 1012.C1Ilk I I
Ice issues
ter for the .1111,111V 1/11l1 111111r,
that effect CVC1,1111c.

I he 1 owning 1 lour will be featuring musical
artists today from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the
Music Building ( ’omen I lall. Featured today will he
Trio -Abend, the hasierly Chamber Players, which
feature the ft toe. clarinet and piano, and internationally distinguished artists from Bucknell and
Penn State Universities and Switzerland. For information t all 92.4 4141.

An evening of fun with L.D.S.

Green Party meeting hits San Jose
By James S. Gulsalus
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Listening hour features music
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Office pools
expose fools
UNLV their first loss of die season
X /larch Madness is upon us once
at the most inopportune time.
again
Fresno State basketball coach
It’s a time of year when college
Jerry Tarkanian, who coached the
basketball teams dream of flourishRebels in ’91, talked to the media
ing in the NCAA Tournament,
this year about his unsuccessful bid
while fools in office pools flush their
at an undefeated season, fie said that
money down the toilet.
if his UNLV team had lost one game
Some of US have no trouble
sometime before the tournament
watching obscure teams battle their
started, it wouldn’t have entered the
way through the lint round of the
tournament thinking that
tournament, but others
it couldn’t lose.
nerd a reason to care.
Following Kansas only
They find someone who
defeat of the season,
has entirely too much
Tarkanian said the loss
time on their hands and
could only help the
is willing to organize a
Jayhawks strive for a
"prediction competition"
national championship
for anyone who has
because now they know
money burning A hole in
what it takes to win and
their pocket.
HALF -COURT
that they can be beaten.
These organizers will
Why listen to Jetty
try to get anyone to join
TRAP
their pool.
liv Miki Triphagvn Tarkanian about who he
thinks could win the
They mainly feast on
championship?
the people who think they are the
Because he’s the coach of the
reincarnation of Jimmy "The Greek"
Fresno State Bulldogs it’s nice to
Snyder. These are the people who
pick "sleepers" or "dark horses" to go know who his guys will be betting
on.
farther in the tournament than other
people think they will. The problem
To help you win huge dollars in
is that their dark horses sometimes
your office pool, here are the sc ten
make them look like jackasses after
tifically chosen final -four picks id [hi
their team gets bounced out of comSpartan I hily staff:
petition m the first round,
hut organizers especially like to
Mike Traphagen:
lind people who have no idea what
senior staff writer
teams are in the tournament to
Utah, Minnesota, Kansas and
sweeten the pot with easy money.
University of North Carolina
I’m sure some organizers even tried
Winner: Kansas
to recruit Stillie relig1011l hlble
Women’s winner: UConn
thumpers Otto this year’s pool
the only folks who think divine
intervention i,outich Calm’ i lOSepll’S
Matt Romig:
Mid Saint Mary’s to advance to the
assistant sports editor
West Regional l inal.
Utah, UCLA, Kansas and New
No Matter What ICAITIS you’ve
Mexico
pit lord for whatever pro! you’ve choWinner: Kansas
sen 10 be a part of the time is here
and there’s no turning back now. All
Larry Lee:
you tan do is sit lut k and watch the
executive editor
team you’ve picked to win the chamKentucky, UCLA, Duke and
pionship get toppled in the first
1. INC
round by a some Pith. 15th or 16th
Winner: North Carolina
seeded team you’ve never heard of.
Women’s winner: UConn
The only safe bet in this year’s
tournament is to pick the Kansas
Marcus Walton:
Jayhawks to win it all. I don’t want
managing editor
to hear about how only two teams in
Kentucky, UCLA, Kansas and
the last 10 years have finished the
UNC
season No. I and won the national
Winner: Kansas
tide. All of those statistic’s get
Women’s winner: Stanford
thrown out the window once the
learnt hut the 110111
Rowena T. Millado:
I IIIIIIk KallSati will be the nationcampus editor
al t ’tampion not because of the 32
Kentucky, UCLA, Kansas and
games tlwy won this SeaS1111, but
South Carolina
because of the one game it lost, to
Winner: Kentucky
Missouri.
Women’s winner: Stanford
In IP)I, Nevada I.as Vegas lin
shed the regular season undefeated
Dustin Shekell:
And entered the tournament AS the
sports editor
No. I team in the nation. the
lItxli,
Kansas anti
Rebels demolished everyone who
South Carolina
stood in their path until they
Winner Keith Van Horn
teat lied the semifinal game. That’s
Women’s winner: Kate Starbird
when the 1Mke Blue Devils handed

Student Union, Inc

Bowling
Center

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.
Bowl I game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge, anytime.
Lanes are available during regular
business hours. Not valid with any
other promotions or specials.

PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER Spartan Daily
Spartan Steve Reilly returns a ball during the first doubles match against the Oklahoma Soonners Wednesday at the Spartan courts in south campus.

Sooners sweep Spartans
Men :v tennis team
fails to 3-7 with loss
By Devin Fehely
Spartan Dusty Staff Wrap,I.ike the month of March, the San Jose State
University mcit’s tennis team went into
Wednesday’s rompetition like lions and came
out like lambs ’Hie Spartans were slaughtered 70 by the visiting Iklaltoma University Sooners.
With the loss the Spartans fell to 3-7 overall.
1 kspite the onc sided loss, Spartans’ coach John
I tibbell
OptifTilStiC.
"I was !hippy with how we played," Hubbell
said. Hubbell said he wasn’t embarrassed by his
team’s pet-ham:ince because of the strength of
the Sooners’ program.
Things began poorly for the Spartans as the
Sooners swept the doubles competition The
Spartans’ No. 1 doubles warn ,r1 Steve II, dly and

Tod Dissly surged midway in the match but
eventually fell 7-4. With Reilly blasting forehands from the backcourt, Reilly and Dissly controlling the net, the duo combines power and
finesse. However, Reilly’s and Dissly’s performance Wednesday was marred by inconsistent
and erratic play.
’Hie Spartans’ No. 2 team of Ryan
Sellschop arid Orion Weilie lost its
match 8-5; the No. 3 team of Daum
Robb and Josh Baruch fell 7-3.
Things went from had to worse for
the Spartans in the singles competition.
The Sooners swept all six singles
matches in straight sets.
No. 1 singles player Reilly and Sooners’
Adam Neal seemed evenly matched early in the
first set. I lowever, Neal surged just when Reilly s
game seemed to sputter to a standstill Neal
broke Reilly’s serve in the final game to win the
set 6-3.
After the match, Reilly explained that he had
injured It inisell in his doubles match. hit’ said the
injury hampered its serve and freedom of move,

men:.
Despite being hobbled by injury, Reilly broke
Neal’s serve to take an early 2-0 lead in the second set. Neal was visibly frustrated by his lackluster performance, but took this setback in
stride. lie battled back, won the next two games
and pulled even with Reilly.
After this auspicious start, things
began to unravel for Reilly. Neal
won the next two games to extend
his lead to 4-2. Reilly’s miscue late in
the set gave Neal a commanding 5-3
lead. Reilly misfired on an easy lob
which could have evened die game.
lic montent um had clearly shifted in Neal’s
fn.! .ind he easily won the final game of the
mho, Ii
Alter the competition, coach Ilubbell said he
saw signs of improvement even in this poor perIiirmarn e "I think we are going to get better and
better," he said.
The Spartans return to the courts when they
play ci Sunday.

SPARTANS 0
SOONERS 7

I

Warriors blow late chance to beat Lakers
lN 1 1.W(11)Al’
FIclen I Ampbell t.l.
1,111111 .11111
!AMR’ 111111es 2-1 VI%
night,
leading the Los Angeltrs I Akers or a
109 101 sit tory over the ’olden
state W’arriors.
Ir viii though the I Aker’, IleVer
trailed, 111t. I/111(1.111r W.ISII’l clec ’sled
until the lifial minute
Warr ItIr, had .1 t 11.01(e til
I
ill ’0’ Wt111111 hum t 1101111,, bill be
1111,411 .1 shot from t lose range
with Si) se( mid, left
1 lie I akers git he rebound And
limes mule two Itnil shots with )9
secumis "’"umirilI1"’lmt hi Olt’ vms ii
ry.
Reserve Kobe
.1thled 18
points

in

18

tumult,

And

( one

making lust his iliird start of
the SCASOft, etplaled Ills alrrer highs
with I pooh. Anil IS rehouticis lint
lihmot,

Income Tax Preparation

the lak,
Ni, k Von Earl had 11 assists to go
with eight points for los Angeles.
lawn Sprewell led the Warriors
with I ’ points, and Chris Mullin
added 22. Smith was held to 12

l’he !Akers led by is hilly as 14
points before die Warriors went on a
12-4 run to finish the thud quarter,
making it If ’ 81 I loweser, ’olden
Stale Was 1111Able It/ get t loser than six
points in the final period
The garIle WAS !It’d Illst uiniceiu
I he win gave the
I Ile I.AkerS then
I Akers liar k to hack vic
VE111Tki the next six
tortes for the first time
points to go ahead for
WAROORS 101
since Feh. 1) 11. It WAS
good. It was 30 25 alter
in the game felt. 12 At
the opening quarter.
LAKFIV,
109
Minnesota that t enter
A dunk by Blount
Shaquille I )Neal injured
with a S
belote
his left knee
halfbine gave the I AktIs .1 ’4 IS lead
’I he Laker, Are 6- 7 stme the toittry
their largest of the first hall But
to (YNCal, Who’s expected to be sidethe WM Hop. responded, outscoring
i.,
lined for At 1,01 another month
two
flie Warriors trail the I iis Angeles rolIlls 11 is is
1 AI halftime
.lippers by lOtir games iii Thu Alt e lot
Notes 1 hi c 1 Akers have led AI hall
the eighth and final Wtslerll
tillle iii us 1 1,..1 of IIICIr last six
mikrence playoll berth.
games
I he I akers have won six

1 I games against the Warriors
and Mr 11.4 against Pacific Division
opponents .. Laker% coach Del
flarris now stands alone as the 196winningest coach in NBA history.
When los Angeles beat New Jersey
on Sunday night, it moved Harris
iOlin a tie for 19th place with Kevin
Loughery at 474 wins. ... Sprewell’s
22 foul shots against the Los Angeles
Clippers on Monday night set A
Golden State record. breaking the
mark of 21 by Rick Barry on Nov. 6,
1966 The franc Inse record of 28 was
set by Wilt I bamberlain when he
sc wed
100 points against the New
York Knicks on March 2, I%7...
Warriors center Felton Spencer Sill
out the game because of the bruised
left thigh he suffered against the
(iippers.

Aber getting Niitiblied l’s
(Al’)
the NI AA tournament. ’,slot uSc 015
looking, lin redemption in the NI 1
The Orangemen didn’t get it
Rol tided I IA loon scored 20 points
ind I AM.itt Iacct. added 16 As
Florida Slate beat svracuse ff,tt,
Wetitterd.iv turht oi the first 1’111111d cl
the NI!
it
vvas
ltn
Other
games.
Connecticut ’I. Iona (u6, Si higan

state 65, Ceorge Washington 50.
West Vitgirim 98, Rowlittr I reen 95,
Pittsburgh SO. New Orleans 6.3;
Notre Dante
Oral Roberts 58;
Arkansas 101, Northern Ari/onA ’5,
Nebraska 6 ’, W’ashingion 6 3 II I’
85, I, IA 1t(t), Bradley 66, Drexel S I.
North Carolina State
Sowliwest
Fresno
Missouri State 66; UN It
State 136. Am! I ’N15’
Memphis
62

Upsets
rampant
in NIT

Patti Gutierrez. Lic. & Bonded
Take advantage of our special rates for
San Jose State University
Students & Faculty.

.%SS041.vrEil
FIXATIONS

Specialists in Mortages / IRAs
and financial services
Same Day Service

0z
Z 0
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
DAY & EVENINGS
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE 8 AM to 8 PM
Se Habla Espanol

2’4 g

TO1111. is 1114.
FINAL day
t Student Union
9arri 8prii
Clark Library
9am-8pin I
I MacQuarrie nall
9a m -2prn
4.1
kr;rtist 4/- hryrror,t
Pnling 1.4.1km 10
For More Information

Asy0

(408) 924 3955

S111111.111% FAC,111a1 lif.1111

UPCOMING EVENTS

FRIDAY
Baseball v Air Force
7 p.m Municipal Stadium
Women’s gymnastics
v. Alaska Anchorage
730 p m., Spartan Gym
Softball hosting NIST
12 p.m Northeastern Illinois
6 p.m. Purdue
at Twin Creeks

SATURDAY
Baseball v Air Force
1 p m Municipal Stadium
Men’s gymnastics at Stanford
Softball hosting NIST
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UPD Briefs
continued from page 1
Kascm made a citizen’s arrest and
has pressed charges against Forsyth
who was arrested, cited, then
released.
Flores was present during the
altercation but not involved, according to police reports. Thr suspect
and victim had known each other

through Flores for approximately a
year and a half

Roommates resort to
fisticuffs over TV set
A disagreement over television
viewing turned ugly in Moulder
Hall Tuesday morning.

At I am., police responded to a
disturbance call on the second floor
of the hall and found two male
roommates involved in a fight.
Upon questioning from officers,
it was determined that the altercation began after one of the roommates turned on the television while
the other was trying to sleep.
After arguing about the volume

of the television and the program
being watched, the pair began
assaulting each other physically.
No injuries resulted from the
sparring match and no charges were
filed. Police turned the matter over
to Student Affairs for review.

Free-net founder faces
child porn charges
FAT IAND (AP) - the
founder of the nation’s first free cornmutiny computer network service has
been charged with possessing child
pornography.
Thomas Grundner, 51, was
charged with possessing three or more
books, magazines, periodicals, films,
videotapes and other items that

showed minors engaging in sexual:
conduct, the U.S. Attorney’s office
said Tuesday.
There was no answer today at
Grundner’s Cleveland home and calls
to his lawyer, John Gibbons, were not
immediately return. If convicted,.
Grundncr faces a maximum of five
years in prison and a $250,000 fine.

Campaign
plays on
fear of
bacteria
NEW YORK (AP) - A meticulously groomed man in a suit and
overcoat, shoehorned into a sweating,
sneezing crush of rush-hour humanity on the New York City subway,
pointed to an ad above his head and
wrinkled his nose.
The advertisement read: "You are
the 423rd person to touch that pole
today. Enough said."
"Ew!" the man said. A friend grimaced and wiped her hand on her
coat.
Nearby was another ad that
warned: "The last guy holding that
pole was named Sal Monella."
The ad campaign is for a new
antibacterial hand lotion, and it capitalizes on New Yorkers’ squeamish
relationship with their subway.
les "the ’ew!’ factor," said Gail
Taryn, it spokeswoman for Gotham
Inc., the ad agency handling the campaign for Ken i Anti -Bacterial Hand
Lotion.
"What better way to get people
thinking about germs and antibacterial products than the subway?" asked
Robin Koval, the Gotham executive
overseeing the account.
The ads cover one entire side of
570 60-foot -long subway cars, all but
forcing commuters to ponder such
concepts as, "The turnstiles have at
least 11,700,000 germs. (Have a nice
day.)" (Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.,
the maker of Ken i products, actually
had a microbiologist count germs on
subway poles, tokens and pay
phones.)
from
commuters’
Judging
squirms, the message is on target.
"It’s is sick ad campaign," said Jeff
Jacobs, a 31 -year-old financial consultant. 1 don’t want to think about
Ile added, "I’ll probably buy it."
Catharine Scruggs, 34, an education administrator, read the ads with
a look of revulsion.
"I already fuel that way when I
ride the subway," she said. "I think
is really elles live, because it disgusts
vii is y011 ride. There are people
sneunng on you, tout !ling their
stis kv hands on the bars,"
The rust of America is seeing a
more traditional advertising campaign for the lotion, with ’11/ commercials k,lturing a mother and
child.
"We IA that we had an opportunity to appeal to New Yorkers’ special
relationship with the subway. We all
hate it, but we all use it," Koval said.
’And to New Yorkers’ special sense
of IM MO, as well. They get the jokes
Isere."
One slogan rejected its too disgusting: "Bet .111sei,..ket, aren’t the only
thing being linked on this train."
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The evolution of 10@10
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
there is one thing that helps peoIIple mark important points in their
lives it is music. We all remember
the songs that were popular in high
school, the songs that our parents
used to sing when we were young and
especially the songs we listened to
while in love with that special someone.
The music of our past isn’t just
merely a reminder of special memo des of times past; it becomes a major
part of who we are.
Every weekday for the past 15
years, Dave Morey has reminded listeners of radio station K1’(%
104.5/97.7 where they were and who
they’ve become as he takes them
"Forward into your past" with
10N10.
IONIO is A musical journey into
the years between 1963 and Poi-.
where Morey, along with ci hot’
Don Pardo, spins an imaginary wheel
and plays 10 songs from the year that
the wheel randomly chooses.
" ION:10 has evolved over the
years," Morey said. "( )nginally it was
10 songs and that was IC
In the 15 years that ION I() has
been on the alt. Morey has turned
100,10 into the most popular program on KH Xi’s schedule. He and
station program directors took the
original concept of 10 songs and
added Pardo to serve as emcee of the
show. News clips from the various
years were inserted between songs,
movie bits were also inserted and
Irons time to time other audio pieces
that identify the selected year pop up.
Morey, whose deep voice soothes
the airwaves like the pied piper
soothed the mice out of the town,
picks the music and programs every
show -- a rarity in the radio business.
lie said he spends anywhere from an
hour to several hours selecting material depending on the year and complexity of the show.
lie said the music he picks is usually popular music that is indicative of
that particular year. lie tries to pick
songs that really characterize the feel
of what was happening that year.
10010 has also changed to where
it is not always a year that Pardo’s
"Big Wheel" lands on, Morey has
added specialty shows over the course
of 15 years.

PHOTOS BY LEA TAURIELLO al Spartan Daily

Above: Dave Morey has been taking listeners "forward into the past’ for more than 15 years.
Right: Morey spins an imaginary wheel and plays
10 songs from the year that the wheel randomly
chooses. His 10@10 show is a musical journey into
the years between 1963 and 1987 and can be
heard on 97.1 in San Jose.

Shows that have been added
include: "Strictly Instrumental",
"One-hit Wonders", "Mowtown
Monday", "The Soul Patrol", "Hits
From Hell", "Movie Theme Songs",
and other holiday-based themes. One
specialty show Morey said he was
especially fond of is "Sledgehammers." Listeners tall up and relate a
story about a song that evokes such a
strong memory, either good or bad,
that simply hearing the song takes
them back to that point in their life.
Morey said the memory coming back
to people is like being hit over the
head with a sledgehammer.
"Sledgehammers are great radio,"
he said. " I have very little to do with
it. I just explain the concept and edit
the tape. The listener, ate the w,,:t
that conic up with the great %toil,.
good word pictures."
Morey and other KFOG disc Jo, k
cys have participated with sledgehammer. of their own.
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10@.10 and the station really start Morey introduces the show with
Pardo, using prerecorded sound bitssit ed to pull in big rating around this
of the song "Time Warp" from "ThitNitime and once Hall’s contract was up,
Rocky Horror Picture Show." Goma’’’. the station appro.’, hed DeForrest,
Pyle (Jim Nabors) is the next to he who was on "late Night With David
heard when he calk the 100)10 binh- letterman" as Larry Bud Melman,
"We decided to spend the bucks
day club to ordcr. Fvery day the
birthday club meets in the mythical and bought him," Morey said, adding
orchestra pit when the birthday’s of that anyone who is familiar with
listeners are read by Morey and they DeForrest knows how absolutely zany
are presented with a mythical I ON10 he can be. "The tapes he sent us back
orchestra leaders baton. Morey picks were some of the funniest things I’ve
companies like Pixie Stick, Slim Jim, ever heard. There is no act with him."
One of DeForrests’ highlithts was
and Hasbro as donators of the nonexistent batons. He said he hopes one during a "Hits From Hell show.
day to actually be able to give real "Hits From hell" is a Friday the 13th
batons away: perhaps from KFOG’s show where Morey plays the worst
popular tongs that have been played
parent company, Pfaltzgraff.
While Pardo was the first co-host on the radio in the recent past. One of
as well as the current co -host of the the comments that DeForrar makes
show, he is not the only one who has on the "Hits From Hell" show is that
ped Morey with the show. Monty "it’s everything blows day." Morey
I till and Calvert DeForrest have also said that comment was tame compared to some of the tapes that
appeared 111 the past 15 years.
"Getting Doti (Pardo) was easy DeForrest sent back.
Morey said it still surprises him
(because both he and the station were
owned by NB( ). We sent the sc rims after 15 years that people still call
and he loved die concept, he thought every day during the show to complement him and gives anecdotes about
it was very cool," Morey said.
Morey said the station changed the songs played on 10@10.
Morey, whose reddish, blond hair
ownership and Because of Pardo’s
affiliation to N li( they were forced to is slightly balding, grew up in
Michigan where he said he was first
look tor A111/111Cf 111/%1.
"Monty I fall’, 11/11 was married to bitten by the "radio bug" in high
Sc h1101 during the late 60s. this school
A local ’IV ant hr (who SIMIC011e at
the station knew) SO we :111101/Al heti hail A 10 -watt station in , amp’’, and
him with the scripts. lie’ was a nice he took the s lasses, got his lit Cf11C and
eventually got on the Alf.
guy, really goo hearted," he said
After high school, he went to
was a selfChicago where he
(lest ribed "radio gypsy," taking jobs
where he «mid get them. A friend

PLAY INTBALL

called and offered him a job at the
now defunct KICS1- and he packed up
and moved to San Francisco. He said
after KKSF went off the air, he got a
call from Dave Logan who told him
about KFOG switching formats from
"elevator music" to A()R (album oncnted rock).
"Dave called and asked if I had
heard that KFOG was changing formats. I said sarcastically, ’Just what
this market needs another AOR stadon’," Morey said. "When he offered
me a job at KFOG I told him,
’Another AOR station is exactly what
this market needs."
He was the first I)J to come on the
air after switching formats. He played
the Stray Cats "Rock this Town."
Morey said at the time it was a radical approach to the way radio was
being done at the time.
"We were going to play classic
rock that hadn’t been played since the
early ’70s as well as new rock by the
classic artists. Plus we were going to
be playing music by the cutting edge
artists," he said,
He recalled the early days of
KFOG fondly partly because of the
station’s location.
"We had a studio at l’olk and
Sutter with A big window overlooking
the street," he said. "This was back
when Polk was still cool. Every day it
was like coming to work through a
carnival."
Morey said the initial response to
the new format wasn’t all that he
expected it to be.
"I came on the air and I saw the
phones light up and I thought. ’11(.11

these people love this.’ These weren’t
new listeners calling up because new
listeners didn’t even know we were on
the air. These were all the old people
who were pissed (they’d taken the devator music off the air)."
Eventually he said the calls
stopped and new listeners started call ing with support for the station,
Morey said he can’t believe he’s
been working at KFOG for 15 years
rarity in the radio business. He
a
attributes that as being testament to
"being able to lay low when the bullets fly."
"It makes me feel old (working at
KFOG for 15 years)," Morey said. "It
has happened so fast, it’s real weird."
When asked about KFOG’s suecess he said it has everything to do
with the personnel at the station,
"We have the best program dime tor (Paul Marszalek) in the’ business.
He knows the culture and flavor that
make San Francisco such a unique
city to live in." he said. "The staff is
great as well, from the promotions
department to the on -air people. It
sound like I’m kissing ass but it’s 100
percent true."
Morey said he’d like to go for a
while more in the radio business but
when his time is finally up at )(FOG
he’d like to have enough money saved
to take he and his partner "somewhere warm and cheap where we can
lay on the beach."
When that day finally happens,
the Bay Area will have to find a new
way to relive its past.

Memoirs from a 10010 fan
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the 1.)1:s looked like but what Well! 011
during a radio program.
When 1 tall Dave Morey and
asked ha an interview he was as flattery.] As I was in awe. We’ agreed that
I would come in and watch him this
ION 10 and inters ICA 111111 afterward.
For anyone who has been driving
down the road or Al borne enjoying
the IT11,1%lt sti the tA1.110 wondering lust
/11/W it all happens, the following is
my experience of one ItX4.111 show
1 arrived at KI:OG and was Lisherect into the studio where Mores. was
doing his regular %him and getting
prepared for ION In.
I ie said he wasn’t as prepared as he
tituallt is hit 10010 and had his
morning show producer scrambling
around picking the CD’s and a few
alliens he needed for the show, Also
brought to him were A box, approximately the sue of microwave. full of
( ART tapes. CART tapes are tapes
that usually contain short recordings
on them, usually commercials.
CART’s are used extensively in the
radio business because they automat -

Icalls’ 1-Ur up to the beginning, iit I lie
tape and are easy for a DJ to use dur
ing the show.
10010 starts the show with sever al CART tapes t COMAIning bits from
co -hint Don Pardo and sidekick
("oilier Pyle (Jim Nabor).
I he first tape he plays it A mix of
-11111C Warp", a song limn "The
R111. ky
I i0f101
PRIOR’
Show."
Immediately after that the tape of
Don Pardo comes on saying, "It’s
time for ION110 on KFOG, with 10
great songs frotn one great year Now
here’s your host Dave Morey."
Morey
thanks
Pardo then
acknowledges the sponsors when
there is suddenly a knock on the
door. ’1 lie tape of ( niftier l’ylc saying,
"Surprise, surprise, surprise... happy,
happy birthday."
Morey calls the 10g10 birthday
club to order. This is a tradition
where he reads off the names of those
people who are having a birthday that
day.
Next a tape is played where Pardo
Please see, Morey, page 7
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Fresh
and
flutt
By Larry Hernandez
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Imagine 60 flutes all playing in harmony. What would you call such
an event? Flutes alive? Flute
Rhapsody? How about Tutti Flutti?
That’s right, Tutti Flutti. The SJSU
school of Music and Dance will present the 11th annual Tutti Flutti this
Sunday at the SJSU Concert Hall.
Suggested donations which will benefit the SJSU Flute Scholarship.
Donations are $5 for students and $8
general.
Isabelle Chapuis Starr, director of
the SJSU Flute Choir, said her husband, a composer, came up with the
name Tutti Flutti because Tutti in

Annual flute
exhibition has
become one
of the biggest
showcases in
the Bay Area

Italian means all, and Flutti, so to
speak, is what this concert is all about.
In its II years, the event has
become one of the biggest showcases
for flutists in the Bay Area.
"I had so many great flute students
I thought it would he great to get the
whole community involved," Starr
said.
The concert will feature all of the
SJSU flutists as well as former students and professional flutists from
the Bay Area.
"Every year it seems to get bigger
more performers and a bigger
audience," Tamra Chadima, a flute
major and soloist in the concert, said.
Debra Trevaskis, a former student
at SJSU and flutist who has been

involved for all 11 years, agrees.
"It started out with about eight
people, it was a small class as it
became more well known, other
musicians who wanted to learn the
flute joined," Trevaskis said.
This year there will be more than
100 musicians, 60 of them flutists,
involved, including Stanford’s Flute
Ensemble, the El Camino Flute Choir limited," Starr said. "Some composers
and SJSU’s Chamber Orchestra are beginning to get interested in it
because it is growing."
Symphony Orchestra.
Chadima agrees.
The concert will consist of musical
"There are hundreds of pieces but,
pieces adapted and written for flutes.
Starr said quality pieces written for the hardest thing to do is to find good
quality pieces, I think Isabelle and
flute are few and far between.
"It is a challenge to find pieces Jun (Nakabayashi, concert conducbecause flute ensembles are kind of a tor) do a good job in selecting pieces,"
new idea and the repertoire is kind of Chadima said.

Stares husband, Mark, found a
piece for the concert in a way that is
pure Silicon Valley.
"He was talking on the Internet
with a flutist from England about an
Italian piece that was originally written for two clarinets, an oboe, and a
flute," Starr said.
According to Mrs.Starr, the piece
is like a mini-opera that is a really passionate and funny piece. Starr and her
husband thought it would be a fun
piece for the concert so he arranged it
for four flutes and composed the
orchestration for it. It is the first time
the piece will be played with a flute
quartet and an orchestra.
Tutti Flutti has become a tradition
in the Bay Area that former students
as well as musical professionals have
been enthusiastic about supporting.
"It is a really fun event and it is a
good way to keep in touch with other
flutists," Trevaskis said.
A big part of the reason that so
many Bay Area musicians remain
involved with the concert is because
of Starr’s dedication to the project
and her students.
"Her (Starr’s) commitment to the
group and the conunitment from the
students and their high standards and
work ethic is one of the reasons I
became involved," Jun Nakabayashi,
a conductor with the San Jose Opera
said.
The students benefit because it
gives them an opportunity to perfiirm
with an orchestra in front of a large
audience.
"It is really good fiir the students
who don’t have many opportunities
to play with a chamber orchestra on a
piece," ( :hadima said.

"It takes a lot of bodies and hard
work to put this together hut we have
a lot of fun and all end up eating
desert together in room 150," Starr

PHOTOS BY DONA NICHOLS
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Above: Tamara Chadima,

right,
plays the base flute with the help of
Ken Weitoe

Left: Conductor Jun Nakabayashi
is in his fifth year with the SJSU flute
choir.
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Morey
continued from page 6
spins a wheel and says, "Ices spin the
big wheel and see which sear it lands
on today Dave."
.1’he wheel having spun the year is
announced and the set of 10 songs
begins. The day I was there it was a
"Strictly
special
day called,
Instrumental."
Morey played the first tune, a song
he usually calls "the top of the hour
cooker," Jeff Reck’s "Freeway .1.1111"
Songs by Cannonball Adderly,
Emerson, Lake and Palmer, the
Ventures, and other artists were inter
spersed with audio clips stating that
for this particular day there was no
singing allowed.
listening at home 1 often sit and
enjoy the tunes that are being played
but in the studio I diss timed what a
real chore it is to actually put out A
radio show. Morey was constantly
cueing either a CD, CART or record
up. In between that he was busy
answering the phone calls of listeners
calling in for the best of set. Morey
takes calls and tabulates the votes for
hest song of the set.
At then end of the tenth song a
buzzer is sounded and a tape of a
crowd groaning is played. Morey
then comes on and gives the list 01
tunes and any other audio clip he
happens to play.
He then pushes the control panel
where Pardo says. "That’s it for today
Dave, hut tune in tomorrow for

IIQL, smoothie ot
t olive di Ink ellen you buy
if tegotet Ione wolit

United Artists Pavilion 8 Theaters
10g10 right here on 104.5 KR)(;."
After Pardo fades away Morey
puts on a commercial and lets out a
sigh knowing another show and
another work day is done.
Watching Morey put the show
together and actually do the show
gave me A new respect for the people
on the radio. I will never look, excuse
me, listen to the radio the same way
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Audiences may get a ’love jones’
By Mark &eldest
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
must be a great feeling to hit a
home run in your first trip to the
plate. Writer/Director 1 hcodore
Washer now knows that feeling Aker
smacking his first pitch. his debut
film "love jones," over the center field
knee.
"love forms," opening Friday, is a
low -budget, well -written character
study detailing the on -again, offagain romance between two likable
( i(’neration Xers living in Chicago.
Luenz Tare ("Dead Presidents")
plays I Lulus, a struggling writer, amateur pmmet. and suave ladies’ man who
spends his free time reciting poetry
and drinking brews with his buddies
at a hip watering hole.
There he meets NOM, played by
Nia I.ong ("Friday"), a struggling
photographer who’s sour on love,
calling it "played out like an eight track" Alter being jilted by her fiance,
Marvitm. played by a mi.. ast Khalil
KATI(’

PHOTO COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Datmus is immediately smitten
with Nina I Im is SO SOHOCI1 that he

Nia Long, left, stars as Nina and Larenz late, right, stars as Darius in "love pries." f he film opens Friday.

larenz TATE nia LONG

roles.
This is just another strong performance for Washinton. Known mostly for his work in Spike Lee films
("Clockers," "Crooklyn," "Girl 6,"
"Get On The Bus,"), Washinton has
fun with Savon, blending a wicked
sense of humor with wry sarcasm. He
also gets the best lines with such diatribe: "God must he a women. When
a man gets a hard-on, the blood
conies from the brain and the feet, so
the man can’t think and he can’t run.
Now that’s power."
Bellamy’s strong performance is
surprising. Anyone who’s seen him
on MTV Janis probably didn’t figure
him to be a strong dramatic actor, but
he makes a smooth transition to the
big screen as the back -stabbing
Wood.
But this is Tate’s and Long’s showcase, and both give stellar performances. They have an undeniable
chemistry that keeps the film from
losing its luster, even in its dry spots.
Tate in particular shines, as he has in
his recent starring roles in "The
Inkwell" and "Dead Presidents," Ile
may be the finest actor you’ve never
heard of, but a few more strong performances will inevitably thrust hint
into the spotlight.
"love jones" is a smart and earnest
film. Witcher smartly chose a lowkey, acting-driven, piece as a debut,
and it pays ofr. "love jones" has the
glossy, polished look of the work of
an old pro.
Aside from a few plot flaws, "love
jones" is the type of film that
Hollywood films try to be but rarely
succeed at: intelligent.

hops up on stage and ad-libs "Blues
For Nina," a poem about how Darius
would like to bump and grind with
Nina. An unimpressed Nina rebuffs
his advances.
But, this is the movies, so it doesn’t end there. By some kind of miraculous coincidence, Nina and Darius
run into each other soon afterward at
a record store owned by a friend cal
Darius’,
Chicago is too big a city for this to
ever happen. but Tate and Long have
so much screen chemistry that it’s
easy to suspend common logic and
root for their imniincnt uniting.
Darius finally gets a date with
Nina after lifting her address from the
check she wrote at the music store
and showing up at her door. Nina
accepts the date only after Darius
threatens to start bringing over Prince
compact discs.
"You know how that brother likes
to pump out four or five CDs a
week," Darius says.
They meet with several obstacles
along the way to eternal love, such as
the return of Marvin, the ex-fiance,
and Nina dating Darius’ close friend,
Wood (Bill Bellamy).
Are these two destined to be
together? This question and finding
the answer pretty much sums up the
plot. But Witcher sprinkles "love
jones" with enough spicy dialogue
and good performances out of his
supporting cast, with the exception of
Kane, to keep tine film intriguing.
Isaiah Washington, who plays
Darius’ friend, Savon, and Bellamy’s
character Wood, the resident chauvinist pig, shine in large supporting

Get together.

Five Qs with Long
(AP)
NiA Long, 26, just completed her first starring role in "love
jones," A New I.ine Cinema film that
was voted audience favorite At this
year’s Sundance Film Festival She’s
now working on a movie called "Soul
Food’. about a family in Chicago.
And Ms. Long admits to A love jones
tallier own, but he’s not in show business, whim. It is bow she likes it he
helps keep her grounded.
I. What is A love jones anyway?
Ms. Long: A love jones is that

Fall apart.

burning desire to be with someone, to
have something, to need someone ...
it’s that one thing or person that
makes you complete, and puts a smile
on your face.
2. What do you WAIN people to take
away from the film after they see 11?
Ms. Long: I think one of the most
important lessons is that it’s OK to be
in love, and being in have is a positive
thing. And I think it’s great to be sort
of vulnerable to love and not so conscious of it, in a way. .... And also, it’s
important to remember, when you lie
in a relationship or you cheat on
someone that you care about, it
always comes back to haunt you.
3. Nia is such an unusual name.
)oes it have a special meaning?
Ms. Long: Nia is one of the seven
days of KWATTEAA, Which is an Africans
American holiday, celebrated sort of
like Hanukkah. Its meaning is life
purpose.’ It can mean, sort of, to
regather the people in a collective
mtfort for A higher good My father
named me.
4. The poem that 1).1nm dedicates
mu Nina in the movie IS SO steamy!
I las anyone ever written a love poem
Ion you?
Ms. Long: No. hut my dad’s a
poet, and I’ve autially read the poetry
lie used to write fin mv mother ...
which was really sweet It Was years
ipmm. they’re divorced noss
You’ve been at tun,.
you
hut didn’t work professionally
ii s,iii U5, ir I
Is dim betHist.
liAturlIs WC!, prillel MC 01 yoW
\Is I ong Na,, it wasn’t SI/ Milt Is
111.11
11’S imsr that when you’re that
rutty ohm’s) All age when you Are
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.,
. I kid braces Anil I bad
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! he, nothing WAS 110Willr, properly! So
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
makes no claim kw products or at remodeled "4th & Santa Clara
senAces whiertised below nor is Chevron". Full or Part -Time
there wry guarantee Implied. The available with flexible hours.
classified columns of the Spartan Please call 295-3964.
Doily consist of paid advert/a*
end oflesings we not as:crowed or
PRIMARY PLUS
milted by the newspaper.
ACHON DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE or Expenence Preferred.
EMPLOYMENT
EOE. Call 3700357.
RETAIL SALES-MALAI LUGGAGE
has P/T sales position. Flex. hrs.
Great pay, Professional environment. Apply Valley Fair Mall or
call Cindy 408-244-7370.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Counselors needed for Girl Scout
resident camps in Santa Cruz
Mountains. Specialty staff needed
for Kitchen, Maintenance, Arts,
Lifeguarding, Environmental Ed.
and Horseback Riding. Join us!
Call 408-287-4170 for more info.

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCED
PC 8 MAC TECHNICIANS
To load & configure applications,
Windows 95 & NT Windows.
"Troubleshoot hardware software
& networks.
Good communication skills to
interface customers.
20 hrs/wk school year 40
hrs/wk other - S13.75/hr.
If qualeed. get mane to Dick Sean
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485.
E-mail: rsillan@emairsjsu.edu
Fax: 924.3883. Call: 9243928.
CHIU’S BAR & GRILL in search
of Foodservers and Hosts with
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday,
between 2pm-4prn. 2980 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for
weekends and holidays. 9-6pm.
Good communication skills a
must. $6.75/hr. Guardian Health
Group. 9988447.
SECURfTY
F/T & PIT Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
ABCOM Private Security
408247-4827
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
F7 & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
avail, flex hours. $7 50$8.00/hr.
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for
Wendy or Julia: 733.9446.
TEEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Coominatcr. Partlime. 60-80 hrs/mo.
Mist rose oar & insurance.
513510/tr. EO.E
971-6000
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deaver from best SJ restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Cal Dine IN @998.3463 now
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BARTENDERS NEEDED. Flying
Plg Pub. 78 So. First St. Must work
ore day shift. Apply 35 pm daily.
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TUTOR, COMPUTER. MAC format.
Pm close to SJSU & have oen equip
ment. Thank you. Bob 9644086.
YMCA SLIMMER DAY CAMP JOON
If you like the outdoors, like
working with children & teens. &
have special skills in camping,
games, crafts, sports or drama,
consaciew a Sunmw Job at tee YMCA
Positions Available’
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
detailed information an application
*Cenral YMCA -298-171,7
(San kw & Santa Clem)
*Southwest YMCA- 3701877
(los Gatos. Saratoga)
*Northwest YMCA -2577160
(Cupertino, Santa Osra. Sunnyvale,
Scseb Valley YMCA -2269629
(South San Jose)
MIpeariBerryessa MCA -9450819
(Milpitas)
Mt Madwrs ’MCA -7790208
estrgan Hilt)
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
retal Sales
We are currently interviewing for
retail sales positions for our new
El Paseo de Saratoga store. openirg
in March. Benefits include medical.
dental. 401(ki. vision, vacation.
sick, discounts. & promotional
opportunities To apply. visit our
Camden Pa’s store (2035 Camden
Avenue in San Jose) or our Los
Gatos store (798-1 Blossom Hill
Roach. We encourage applications
from people of all ages. races
and ethnic backgrounds
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversatonal English
abroad Get Ire reale isclee fcr finding
work in Japan. Taiwan. & S. Korea
For information 1 206971 3570
ext..160417. (We are a research &
publistung company)

PHONE:

CLERK 8 TYPIST POSITIONS
SJ law firm benefits/parking.
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking, Team Player a must.
Fax resume: J. DeLange 295-5799,

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
Our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or after
noon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 409379-3200 x21.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
MORTGAGE BROKER TRAINEE, Promotions 494-0200.
YOU NEED A JOB 141111111FUTUREI
Entry Level . Excellent opportunity
We will train you for a full-time
to work in the financial industry.
position with our nationwide firm.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Jennifer Trujillo, Alumna of San
PartOme, Flexible Hours.
We offer:
Jose State @40&3719911.
Weekly Pay Incentives
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose. Monthly Bonuses
PART TIME posrnoris
Inner City Express.
*Competitive Wages
2-3 week project. EASY WORK. 22W, Saint John St. San Jose, Grouprate Health Care
(408)848 1023. Ask for Mike.
"Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
LOOKING FOR WORK???
(That’s All) Call 4083453936.
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR.
Hundreds of job listings
Mon.no Fn. 10arn-2pm, Sourdough
available in the
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. SarUose.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK
Visit us in BC 13 to get access. Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to $2,850/
LOCAL FIRM SEEKS STUDENTS
for bldg. surveys at SJSU. Part TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders mo. + benefits (room & board).
time. Min 4 hrs per week- Flex. Elem sch, age recreation program. Call Alaska Information Services:
Pit from 26 gni Mf clirg the SM. Sr. 1600207-5365 ext. A60418.
$8 per hr. Call 282-1500.
F/T during summer camp program.
GREATER Opponunlifes Program Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los $1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
positions: Management. Direct Gatos-Sara. Recreation, Call Janet mailing our circulars. Begin now.
Care, Support Specialist, Paid at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. For info call 301-4291326.
Roommate, & More! Flexible hours. school year? Cell for summer employ.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
life guards & camp leaders).
P/T & FfT. Call 408/249-4464.
seeking customer service representatnes. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
CUSTOMER DEVELOPMDIT
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
SJSU is seeking a part-time (20 hr/ Windows NT Training Company ISO + bonus. Will train. Call David H.
wk) computer technician to work in motivated Telemarketing rep. at 4084418600.
the Unkersly Advancement Cason. $10/hr Flex Hrs. 408-987-2260
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Dubes nckne: Setup & mantenance or e-mail telejobsOwsbinc.com .
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
of division networks: Conduct short
informational training sessions: BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED coupes need your hap to conceive.
Act as help desk for division staff; Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. Can you help? Ages 21-29,
Coordinate jobs done by off-sae Students needed in the immediate non-smoker. healthy & responsible.
programmer. Requires 2 years Mac area Full-time/part-time openings. $3,000 stipend alt manses cad.
OS experience. Please apply in the Call today 1-45-968-9933. Ma &notes also needed. Reese
SJSU Human Resources Office International Bartenders School. cal INWFC 1510.820.9495,
WS 170) Salary s 51,265 51.585 no,
POSTAL JOBS
"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS.*
Upto $1529/1x pis benefits
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS Receptionist. Office Clerk
415-3398377 2485.
and TEACHERS for school -age Sales. Customer Support
and preschool child care. Full Technician, Testing Optr.
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or Warehouse Clerk
FUNDRAISING
related units. For more info: Call 408/942-8866 or
Fax to 408/942-8260
cal Mary 29838611.
FAST FUNDRAISER - Flake $1500
Electronix Staffrng Services.E0E
in 5days Greeks. Groups. Clubs.
GENERAL HELP, Smell Mattress 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Motivated Individuals. Fast. Easy
Store near SJSU. Informal atmos Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
No Financial Obligation.
phere, jean OK. FT/PT flexible left at Clear Lake Ave.
1 800862 1982 ert 33
hours. Will train . Ed 8850698,
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
Sc. drown play center for 212 yr
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
FlNAN_DIAL AID
Counselors needed for Girl Scout Day olds. Mm. 6 ECE units req. Flex
Camp in San Jose: Administrative. days/eves/wkends. Team teach
Counselors, Special Needs. Arts environment. Benefits avail. Apply in SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
limit your possitso.les or 1,ancal
& Nature. Join us! For more info, person at KldsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281.8880 aid! Student Financial Service
call 408.287-4170
profiles over 2000.000+ individual
5440 Thomwood Dr.. SJ
Near Valley Fair. 985-2599 awards from private & public sec
GRAYSTONE Child Development
2858 Stevens Creek Bad. SJ. tors. Call: 18002636495 ext.
Ctr. looking for teacher qualified
At the HUB. 510-792.9997 160418. ( We are a research &
person to work part-time from
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont publishing company)
1:30 6:00 pm. Must have at
NEW Westgate Mall
least 12 ECE units. Located in
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
Almaden Valley area. Offer great
benefits. Contact Michelle at
SCHOLARSHIPS
PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
408-997-1980.
position available, for Investment COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW
Firm. Mon. Fri. Flexible hours. Surf: www.scholarship4u corn
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will (Morning & Afternoon) 510.00 Per Call: 800MIBASE2. 408829.8941
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo IT plus bonus’. Call 4(8/2876670 Email’ sisuriescholarship4u com
base+ corn. Corp seeks energetic for an interview.
people for management. Start
now. 629-1241.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
STIJOENT DENTAL PLAH I
Great for Students.
Only 557 00 per year.
up to $120/weekl
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefasl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Save 3011, 60%
Healthy males, 19.34 years old.
on your dental needs.
Calor amey in pawn, McnSun 77.
UnN. Students/Grads/Faculty
For info call 1800 6553225
408286-5880. 555 D Madan Pie
Contact California Cryobank
Between San Carlos znIPreknoix.
415-324-1900, M-F, 8.5pm,
NIKO the Cad aid Party Rae Si.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LoCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

WORD PROCESSING

TICKETS

SPORTS/THRILLS

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
Essays. letters, application
the exhilaration experienced by
statements, proposals, reports.
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated etc. For more info, please call
Peefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Dave Bolick at 510-601-915114.
SJSU student owned & operated. VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall,
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

COMPUTERS ETC,

SHARP PC 3020 laptop includes:
the Etherltnk, Modem Card, Color
Screen. Windows 95 and more.
A must see. Contact Delic 408322 5493 or 408-4649619 msg.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICESII
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. $11.1
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800) 800-5115
111)1: 415) 3064120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, el, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALI.

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

iv
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
SS
4 lines
510
$S
56
Sines
$7
511
$9
6 lines
$e
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line

Nemo
Four
Days
811
$12
813
514

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
Frst line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$IS
$IR

Please check
one classification:

Aftif

rAy I Star

&mai,

Phu,*
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose Slate University
San Jose, CA 95192 0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for conaecutive publications dates only
? QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages
Events’
Announcements‘
Loa and Fame*
Volunteers’
For San’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opporturebes

Rolla Housing
_Shared Housing’
_ Real Estate
_Senses’
_HeallvBesuly’
_SpOfieffhils’
_Ineurence
_Entertainment’
_Travel
_ Tutoeng*
_Word Procesang
_ SChAnthips

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FAX:

924-3282

FOR RENT

TUTORING

1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no
Pets- $700/rno + %CO dep. Parkrg
&trill. paid. 5th &Reed. 2597040

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)978.8034.

FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing MAC Performs 62188 Notebook
Theses, term papers, group 150 both w/modems. Great cond.
projects, resumes. Al) formats Must sell. Lv. in% 4(86954996.
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504,
WANTEDACAA Wed Regional
March 20, 22, 1997 / San Jose
WORD PROCESSING
80(J’5856499 or 707-429-8459.
Thesis, Resumes. Reports. etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available,
SERVICES
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1562.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED" grades when help is just a call
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, collsge teacher) assists with
Rearnes. All Formats, Specializing research & writing. Tutorial also
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ys Exp Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONAL WORD PRCCESSING, Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
8am-8pm.
247 2681.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
For free tips, tools and ideas on
5104889794 (Bue/Res/Meg)
how to improve your writing.
Word Processing & Editing
visit our user-friendly Website
Both Academic/Bus. Work Accepted at http://www.aci-plue.eom
Regular email: aci@netcom.com
Reports Theses MLA/TURAB
Expert in APA Format"
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 6260505.-a* for Daniel.
WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7:00am 91:10pm
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.
"Writing Editing Typing
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Spreadsheat &Database Design‘
Desktop Publishing.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. "Bookkeeping PC Support‘
Reasonable Rates"
APA. Turabian and other formats.
4466119.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Masterson’s Word Processing. accepting students who wish to
Cal Paul or Virginia 4082510449. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
papers, thesis, resumes, group Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
pro)ectS, etc. Have a typewriter Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
to complete your applications for
medlirzer school. etc. Will transcribe
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
your taped interviews or research Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Meditation Classes.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408)978.8034.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Class/fled readers should be
reirdnded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate el emu
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
sweetens or merchandise.

924-3277

21101191. APARIMENT - $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts, 576 S 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING

BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Statistics - Trig- Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
English: Speak - Read Write
Spanish: Hablar - Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 408298.7576
Email: mvera18288@aol.com .

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ROOM $290Util. In quiet home
Safe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share
bath. No smoke/drugs. For: quiet,
responsible male student. Blossom
Hill/Camden. 4087233060.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us penile
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone TOTO(TOW, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $249
Wrthin USA 879-5129.
Mexico $199 qt. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhitchenetcom.com
,isicorn.fr/airhach/
415834-9192 cst pending.

SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
’Improved Concentration
*Increased Energy
Weigryt Control
(408) 737-2702
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CROSSWORD 614

ACROSS
1 Feed (the fire)

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

6 Stuff
10 Hindu teacher
14 Large showy
flower
15 Beneficiary
mcousinoti.00
17 Liam Neeson or
Keanu Reeves
18 Flowers’
tools
19 Falls behind
20 Delectable
22 "Gosh!"
23 Tree juices
24 Soggiest
28 Pea container
31 Author
Bradbury
32 Mil truant
33 Vote in
35 League
39 Jai -40 Rims
42 Statue of a god
43 Animal with
a pouch
45 Sixth president
46 Tel 47 - Cartwright of
"Ponderosa"
49 Green parrot
50 Clasp
53 Oodles
55 Bottle
56 San Francisco
district
61 Film director
Kazan
63 Rhyme maker
64 Unbolted role.
perhaps
65 Bandage for a
broken arm
66 Idaho neighbor
67 Singer Cara
68 Little kid
69 Filmdom’s
Richard 70 Depressions
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DOWN

1 Command to
kitty
2 Mexican
sandwich
3 Latch acquire
4 String
fastenings
5 Aviator
Amelia 6 Picky
7 Paper measure
8 Wire-haired
terrier
9 "- Doubtfire"
10 Four Os
11 Custom
12 Fads
13 Capsize
21 Hot spring
25 Leatherworking tools
26 Me. to Miss
Piggy
27 Kilt material
28 Summit
29 Earthenware

pot
30 College hotshot
34 Tobacco
product
35 Long, long - 36 Sask ’s
neighbor
37 "- and get al"
38 Actress
Lanchester
40 Commentator
Severed
41 Pigeons’ house
44 01 Blue -Eyes’
ex
45 Tummy soother
47 Merry
48 Very long time
50 Throw out
51 - Peninsula
52 Lively
54 Gaze
57 Receive news
58 A bird of ill
59 Left
60 Negative votes
62 Dined
63 Type of nose
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Crackdown
narcotics team, the street crimes unit, the
city’s front line troopers and other SJPD
Elementary School at 625 South Seventh specialty groups.
St..
Ed Gawf, director of code enforcement,
Councilman Pandori introduced the talked about the various codes that will be
head of every single agency, including the enforced like: city and housing, zoning,
different police departments, involved blight (appearance and maintenance),
with Project Crackdown.
building and sign. Also,
’the three most visible agenissues like towing away
cies are:
the
Police
of junk cars, illegal
Department, Neighborhood
dumping and physical
Services
and
Code
appearance of properEnforcement,
ties will be tackled startRick Abeyta, the chief of
ing immediately.
the
University
Police
Tom Saggau, comDepartment, called this a
munity coordinator for
combined effort by the uniCrackdown,
Project
versity, the city and the
urged residents to get
police.
involved with this to the
Tom Saggau,
Abeyta said that even
of their ability
Project Crackdown best
though SJSU President
."We’re going to turn
Robert Caret could not
community coordinator rhetoric into action
attend the meeting due to
with your hclp,"said
another engangment, he is
Saggau to an enthusiasextremely committed to the
tic audience.
project. Chief Abeyta challenged everyone in
Pandori requested that every group of
the audience to get out and do the best they the community send at least one member to
can to make it a Success.
setting meeting at 7 p.m. on
Walt Atkins, the deputy chief of police of the goal
Lowell Elementary School.
the San Jose Police Department, commend- Tuesday at
a South Campus neighed the over 100 police officers present and There will also be and community fun day
called this "a unique opportunity to see local borhood clean-up
on Saturday between 7 a.m. and II a.m.
government in action."
Lowell school.
lie addressed the different police which will start at
departments that will be involved like: the
SJSU police, SJPD communications that
Spartan Daily handles over 240,000 calls every year, city
PHOTO Sv DREW NIELSEN
Deputy Chief of Police Walt Atkins, SJSU University Police Chief Ric Abeyta, and Councilman David Pandori, listen as San Jose Mayor Susan Hamnier police community services, the San Jose
expresses makes opening remarks regarding the city’s commitment to Project Crackdown in the William Street area.

continued from page 1

"We’re going to
turn rhetoric into
action with your
help."

Levi Strauss pays
$25,000 for jeans
Pants found in mine; believed to be 100 years old
NEW YORK (AP) - Levi Strauss & Co. paid
$25,000 for an approximately 100-year-old pair of
jeans, believed to be one of the two oldest pairs of
Levi’s in existence.
’today, the pair - apparently once owned by a
coal miner in Colorado - is to he hand-delivered to
the Levi Strauss museum in San Francisco, where
it will be exhibited near one almost the same age,
but in poorer condition.
"One reason this pair of jeans is so important is
that we lost everything in the 1906 earthquake
and fire and the first 50 years of our history were
destroyed," I.ynn Downey, company historian,
told The New York ’times in today’s editions. "I
knew this would be a treasure that everyone in the
company would want us to have so, there was no
quest ion."

Yates
continued from page 1
The Outstanding Educator award
comes with a 82,000 cash prize for
Yates and two $1,500 ASSI Ideil
General Gontraclors of America
scholarships for which Yates can designate winners from SJSU’s construction or civil engineering program.
’16e $2,000 Yates received went to
the purchase of a new computer sysECM she said, "purely for educational
purposes of course".
As for the scholarships she has
been given the responsibility of distributing, they have already been
given and will be awarded on the fall.
’1 he scholarships have been awarded to Karina Saryana, vice president
of the Student Associated General
Contractors and Rachel O’Mara, a
graduate student specializing in construction.
According to Yates both women
show great potential anti will add to
the success of women in die industry.
For SJSU Yates award furthers the
credibility of the civil engineering
department whist] she has expanded
since she began teat hing at SJSU in
January of 1995.
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’I he jeans, which have a single back pocket and
a leather patch on the waistband, were found in
remarkably good shape in November by someone
combing an old mine. The pair dates from 1886 to
1902, when the jeans cost around $1.25, Downey
said.
The person that found the jeans sold them for
$10,000. Another investor paid $15,000, and the
owners of What Comes Around Goes Around, a
vintage apparel store in Manhattan, paid $20,000.
"The biggest market for vintage jeans is Japan,
hut I wanted to keep them in the country," said
Seth Weisser, co-owner of the store. "I called
Levi’s and overnighted them pictures. They
seemed overwhelmed with happiness. They probably would have paid $40,000."

A.S. Judiciary
continued from page 1
love said.
The review board came to this decision last semester, the justices said, however, it has been unable to submit its
findings to the Associated Student Board
of Directors for two reasons.
First, the A.S. board refused to extend
the terms of two of justices, whose terms
expired in December. Without the two
justices, the review board didn’t have a
quorum and couldn’t submit or take any
action.
Secondly, the review board made two
requests to have this item placed on the
A.S. Board of Directors’ meeting agenda
this semester but the requests were lost,
love said.
"Right now there isn’t a review board
to address student’s complaints about
violations of election policy or the conduct of officers," love said. "Without a
judiciary, there is no checks or balances
on legislative or executive power."
"I think basically that it’s the A.S.
board’s decision whether to make the
judicary (review board) a functioning,

"We are very pleased that more attractive one as well," Yates project invited me to stay in
Professor Yates has been selected for said.
Indonesia and teach at the university
this prestigious award," said Thalia
After graduating from ’texas there. It was quite an honor and quite
A&M in 1986, Yates began her teach- an experience," YAWS said.
A nagnos, chair of the
When asked why she chose this
Engineering Department. "lief out- ing career 10 years ago in Indonesia
standing teaching, ifitatt with SRI- where she was working on a natural field, her answer was a simple one.
detlIS and consistent involvement gas refinery in the jungles there.
"In what other industry can you
with the construc tion industry are the
"When the project was complete make a living by playing in the dire"
key reasons for her being selected for members of the team working on the
this award."
In the two years Yates has been at
1 she has expanded the number of
the department’s classes f ’root five to
12. As a result there are now 25 graduate students in the program. That is
-_...14.- -, .
five times the amount that were
,S
,,,
f.r,’" ’Itt -’
enrolled in the program before Yates
Restaurant
expanded the department’s cirricu- s’-\’’’’’’/’ 3132 Williams Rd., San Jose (off Winchester)
lum.
"By expanding the number and
The only Kosher Pizza in N. Calif.
types of classes this department offers
NucsTi,,
tic,’
we have not only made it a more
l’ai’ty
Mcccici,u i, iii pin
rin simi,iit
competitive program among those
mill
already existing, but it has made it a
’.’. 19’17 ( insilier student
SJSU II Wel
I.

RE E Kosher Pizza

A phenomenal experience for students
who want to study abroad.

Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships
Scholarships available:
Academic Year Scholarship / 9 month
Rotary will pay up to $22,000 /year
Multi Year Scholarship / 2 to 3 years
Rotary will pay up to $11,000 / year
Cultural Scholarship / 3 to 6 months
Rotary will pay up to $10,000 / $17,000
Deadline to Apply:
March 29, 1997
Application is comprehensive, you will need
plenty of time for preparation.

124 SInssorn Hill Road Suite J
Next To, Wells Fargo Bank
San Jose, Cahlonna 95123

(408) 225-2440

governing body," Rodriguez said before
he hung up refusing to answer any further questions.
The review board consists of six
members, and to maintain quorum, one
faculty member and two student members must be present.
"We have been silenced. We thought
we would be given a fair opportunity to
submit our findings and we sure didn’t
expect to be gagged," Love said.
The executive officers cannot be punished until a student lodges a complaint
and the vacacies on the judicial board are
filled.
Since former A.S. Personnel Director
Julie Brown, who left before her term
ended in 1996, asked the review board to
determine only if the expenditures were
done following correct procedures without charging Simmons, Yaghmai and
Rodriguez, the board has no ability to
sanction the accused members on the new
findings.
"The judiciary can’t censure or reprimand an officer unless a specific formal
complaint has been made which identifies

Contact Linda Reeves 924-6094
Applications available in Financial Aid Office,
Wahlquist Library South, Room 275

ptt.
...

Avi
rig.

inappropriate behavior," Love said. "We
have recommended that the A.S. Board
censure these members."
The vacant justice positions won’t be
filled and the review board cannot convene until results are in from the today’s
election. If Measure I passes, the A.S.
Board of Directors will have more of a say
in who is named to the judicial board,
causing what sonic former justices say is a
lack of oversight.
"If we can’t stop Measure I, there will
be no balance of power," former Student
Justice Michael
Religioso
said.
"Essentially it will set up a student government system which is corrupt."
Yaghmai said, he probably wouldn’t
have spent the money on the stereo
equipment if he had it to do it over
again.
"At the time it seem like the perfect
decision," Yaghmai said, "but not now
after all the criticism and negative press I
have received.
"The judicial review board made a
decision in December, but they didn’t
release it. It is too had for them."

I% pr H Ara Open To Helping An
orti s, Couple Bring A Child
Into This World?
Families of all backgrounds and
nationalities need your help

Family Fertility Center
Donate Eggs, private and confidential,
$ 3 , 0 0 0 stipend
plus paid egg donation related expenses.
SPECIAL NEED:
ASIAN DONORS

Call Christina today at
08009939001MM (6886)
(510) 210’9745
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Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
offers you the opportunity to live and
work in one of the world’s most beautiful
sites. The "Yosemite Experience" is a
tradition of exceptional guest service. If el
you have the ability to work hard and
smile, now is yourchance to join our learn.
We are currently accepting applications
fig a variety of positions in all areas of
hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail & recreational facilities.
Starting dates are between March & May
for seasonal & yearround,

fulltime

positions. Housing is available for
applicant only. For information/
application call or write.
Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
H.R. Dept. P.O. Box 578
Yosemite National Park, CA 95389
(209) 372-1236
All Applicants will he subject to pre-employmeni
drug testing. 1..F.O/A AP/M/1"/1)/’/V
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Co nota cram the =MOM
Last Spring Break, I flew 2,500 miles to Georgia, picked up my kids,
Tonya and Daniel, who were visiting their father, packed our medium-sized renta -car, and headed south for pearly white sand dunes and a coco-butter tan.
Unfortunately, when we arrived at the Boardwalk Resort in Panama City
Beach, we were greeted by a violent sky and my dreams of sun, surf and sand
drowned under the pouring rain.
We trampled through the lobby, trusted the elevator and found our corner
room on the fourth floor as wild tornado winds splashed the Gulf’s mist against
our bodies.
Just below our non -carpeted room, a stage was set up parallel with the
lunging waves and I thought MTV was hosting a spring fling. Although not a
stitch of barely-there bikinis was to be seen, the usual testosterone-laden whistles could be heard through the blaring music, the whoosh of the waves and the
rumble of the wind.
I was too tired to protest and my stomach grumbled. My daughter suggested we cure our hunger pangs with a delivered pizza. So, a phone call and
an hour and a half of televised Bush concert reruns later, Domino’s came to the
rescue.
Bushed from Bush and the six-hour road trip to our Gilligan’s Island
farce, we finally crashed in our lumpy bed (yep, all three of us) and slept
despite the "let’s get smashed and party" parade happening below us and the
Almighty’s rain and crackling thunder show above us.
Best wishes for a happy Spring Break!
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WAY OUT OF
SANiosE TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LOIS ZENKINS

WHAT’S KEEPING YOU FROM ENJOYING SPRING
BREAK THIS YEAR?

NO MONEY?

NO TIME?

NO WAY.

Our own Bay Area has more close places to go and quick things
to do than Dalmations have spots. And in many cases, all you need
for a great time is a day, some gas money and a picnic lunch. Most of
us are less than an hour away from the beach, hiking trails and redwood forests, and less than two hours from wine country. So come
on, explore your own back yard. And if you don’t know where to
start, why not check out one of these.
Surrounded by 1,000 -year -old redwood trees, Roaring Camp and Big
Trees Narrow -Gauge Railroad in Felton, just off Highway 17, offers two trips on vintage trains. An old-fashioned steam train chugs along on a winding journey up a mountain
and through a redwood forest to a picnic area and back again. The cost is $13 for adults, and $9.50
for children. If the beach is your fancy, ride the Suntan Special on the Santa Cruz, Big Trees and Pacific
Railway. This round -tripper takes you from Felton to Santa Cruz,
over trestles and through tunnels and redwood groves. The cost is $15 for adults
and $11 for children. Don’t forget to check out Henry Cowell Redwoods State
Park right next door. For more information, call (408) 335-4484.
Ten miles north of Santa Cruz on Highway 1 is a tiny town called Davenport.
If you blink, you could drive right past it, but it’s worth keeping your eyes open.
During this time of year, whales are migrating north again for the summer, and
patient watchers from the cliffs at Davenport have seen many a water spout
from the giant sea travelers. The view of the Pacific Ocean is spectacular
here, and it’s just the right place for a picnic and a nap. Try a home-style
meal at the Davenport Cash Store Restaurant and Inn, open every day from
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Or snack on something from the Whale City Bakery while
you try to spot a spout.
Po you stay home because you don’t want to leave Rover alone? Not
any more, buddy. Just east of
Berkeley, in the hills
above the San
Francisco Bay, is
Tilden Regional Park,
where dogs are as
welcome as humans. In many
areas, dogs can roam leash -free, and the
western ridge of the park offers a breathtaking view of the
entire Bay. Hiking trails, lakes, streams and eucalyptus groves dot this
2,078 -acre wonder. Picnic areas are available, too. And if you still need more fun,
ride the miniature steam train with your canine companion. The Redwood Valley
Railway operates the 12 -minute ride through the woods and past great views of
the surrounding area. Tickets are $1.50 for adults; kids and dogs ride free. For
more information, call (510) 548-6100.
7ust in case you’ve got more money than you’ve got time, why not head
north for the day to the Napa Valley and experience the thrill and freedom of a
ride in a hot air balloon. Float above the vineyards and farm fields of the
Valley in a wicker gondola suspended beneath a magnificently colored balloon, drifting slowly with the gentle winds. Balloons Above the Valley offers
one -hour excursions for $165 per person, followed by either a champagne
brunch or picnic, depending upon the time of year. Wear comfortable shoes
and layered clothes, and for thin -haired folks, bring a hat. Because the
flights are so popular, the outfit requires advance reservations and payment.
For more information, call (800) GO HOT AIR, 24 hours a day.
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Drummers beat the sogo
kidi and the kagan with hands
and sticks generating a hypnotic
rhythm The dancers listen to the
drums voices of low. medium
: nO high tones and translate the
language through movement.
Their shoulders. rib cage. legs.
arms and hands express the
pulse of the gankogui (metal bells) and the axatse (gourd rattle) as if each part were a syllable of the kinka ensemble.
The drums beat faster.
and the dancers skip to the
crescendo. Finally, the performers break from the climactic harmony of sound and motion. A
dancer appears consumed but
fulfilled by the exhilarating creativity.
"I like African dance for its
ethnicity. You can interpret the
beat and how yOu feel." says
dance majOr Loressa McGowan
as she wipes the dripping sweat
from her face with a towel.
To nearly 30 other SJSU
drummers -and dancers. the Ewe
Harvest,Dance becomes a lesson in language and culture.
For SJSU West African
drum instructor Royal Hartigan.
and dance instructor Annette
Macdonald. the lessons became
reality when they visited Ghana
and experienced the culture firsthand. Macdonald filmed national
dance ensembles at the
University of Ghana while
researching the dance cultures
of Haiti, Jamaica. Trinidad.
Sierra Lone. Granada and the
Caribbean. Hartigan continues to
visit Ghana each summer where.
he practices with native musicians.
Thanks to diaspora. the
music crossed into the New
World via Brazil and Latin
America. the Caribbean and the
Gulf Coast. Today. modern
dance and even jazz may be
appreciated for their African origin
Dancers will perform at
lie Student Union in May

RIVERSHOWS
THE LORETTA
IT ONP11010
ROLLhAV0k
BY

BY LILA

GOOP VIRP

The silhouette of trees is made visible by not so distant street
lights; random pieces of garbage highlight the expansive lawn area. It is
just another night in a city park, except for the rhythmic drumming and the
occasional outburst of shrieking.
The peaceful sound and sight of San Jose’s Guadalupe River are
often overlooked for the quickly developing downtown skyline. It is at this
river where the distance between nature and urbanization can be measured in feet. It’s here that a diverse group of people meet to play their
drums.
A musician, a student, a retail clerk and a self-proclaimed run -away gather at the river’s edge regularly with
many other people of similar and different backgrounds.
Some come for therapy, some come to escape the
monotony of daily life, some come out of curiosity
and some come to fulfill their passion.
Passion weighs heavily in the air as girls
with long flowing hair twirl wildly like possessed
nymphs overtaken by the power of the drums.
"C’mon, give me some rhythm," cries a
young woman draped in a Grateful Dead Tshirt and a floral skirt that almost touches the
ground.
The drums’ sirong, steady pounding
makes one’s heart beat to the rhythm.
Heads nod and feet tap without thought.
The drums’ sound is pleasurably hypnotizing. The night chill cannot penetrate the
layer of sweat that covers the bodies of the
dedicated drummers. But there is something
else in the air besides the music and positive
feelings.
There is a common thread of tension
within this group. Perhaps there wouldn’t be so
much mystique to this unsanctioned jam session by the river if it weren’t for the police, who
usually break up this peaceful gathering. A distinct
disdain for the law reverberates in most everyone’s
voice.
"the cops came last week and broke us up"
"I guess they have nothing better to do"
"cool, they haven’t come yet, we can play late"
As time allows, the circle of drummers continue to
explore and experiment with the different voices that come from the
drums. The creativity is more obvious in some participants than others.
It’s this creative well that keeps the spectators listening for hours and
keeps the drummers in lively pursuit of the ultimate rhythm.
Two drummers are particularly fascinating. The younger of the two
is talented and eager to learn. The elder is experienced and willing to
teach. The young drummer’s concentration takes him to another place.
Maybe, he’s on a Cuban beach or maybe on the West African coast.
While the younger drummer drifts aimlessly in the sounds of his drums,
the elder drummer sits across from him on a cold cement bench. He only
watches and waits.
The elder begins to beat slowly and steadily on two standing

bongo drums. The younger eme
follow the lead of his teacher. TN
"Slow down, slow down," N
The less disciplined drumi
the patience to keep the drear
defies the natural tendency to
guides his pupil through wild yelp
air. They emerge
still on the
The tE
folic

with
extra drt
tars, rattles E
Mack Rapisarda, 17, rolls it in thi
River "drum circle" in downtown
Thursday night after dark somewt
downtown. No one, not even regu
when people will gather. But, if y
evening of good music and easy -c
the beat.
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emerges from his daydream and begins to
te acher. The beat is slow, steady and strong.
lod v down," warns the teacher.
)11 -led drummers surrounding the area do not have
the dream-like pace. The experienced teacher
incJency to go faster and faster. He successfully
wild yelps and violent drum beats that pierce the
he y emerge together from the explosion of sounds,
till on the same steady, simple pace.
The teacher changes the rhythm, the student
follows perfectly. The young drummer’s
eyes do not leave the hands of his
teacher. The teacher’s eyes glare at
the face of the young drummer. The
teacher changes the rhythm again
and the student again follows
instinctively.
Suddenly, the young
drummer splits off into his own
rhythm that compliments the
elder’s steady rhythm like a
rehearsed piece. The music
they make is mesmerizing.
Like magic, the two drummers connect like a lover’s
climax. They make eye
contact and exchange
smiles. The young drummer
smiles broadly with satisfaction. The older drummer
playfully smirks back with
approval.
Not everyone in the
drumming
circle
seeks
01,
approval from the more experiOW
enced group members. The
atmosphere is open to all levels of
experience. Even first-timers are
welcome to drum along. Anyone who
wants to join in simply needs to show up
with or without a drum. There are usually
extra drums, tambourines, rhythm blocks, gui11" 3. rattles and the like that owners are willing to
Ils it in the Guadalupe lloan to friendly faces.
The unofficially named
1 (lowntown San Jose.
Guadalupe River drumming circle meets every
a rk somewhere along the river as it winds through
it even regular drummers, know exactly where and
r. But, if you are interest in having a hands on
Ind easy-going company, just listen for and follow

HEY, HEY, WE\RE MONKEY

Interview with a
Bay Area Ska Band

text and photos by Jerry Marquez
Located next to a pest extermination building in Cupertino is the rehearsal studio
known as "Matt’s Deluxe Studio." It is Wednesday night and I have been invited there to sit in
on a practice session for the Ska band "Monkey." As I sneak into the studio, practice has
already begun.
They run through a few songs correcting all the note changes together. I watch as they
hum the scales verbally, and warm up with a few notes before practicing the next songs. I
watch as they patiently work to get the melodies together. There is a perfection in their finetuning that I can’t even understand or even notice. It all sounds great to me.
The band is made up of Curtis Meacham (vocals/organ), Kevin Miller (vocals/bass),
Adam Brioza (guitar), Matt Kolb (drums), Bob Furber (tenor sax), Eric Davis (trumpet), and
Nikki Arias (trombone). After the session is done and the members begin to pack up, I talk to
founding Monkey members Curtis and Kevin.
ETC.: How did your band get started?
Kevin: Curtis and I have been friends for years and we always wanted to start a band together. Nothing immediately came through and we did our own thing with our own projects for a
while. Then Curtis came to me and suggested we start a Ska band. We got to it right away
and went on a long trail to finding musicians and practiced away until we had the right people.
ETC.: How did you get into Ska music?
Curtis: We saw a Skankin’ Pickle show when we were in high school. That show totally
turned me on to the music. Then we found out about the original Jamaican Traditional Ska
and decided that’s the avenue we wanted to go. More jazzy, groove oriented rather than third
wave Ska (mix of Punk and Ska).
ETC.: How would you describe your sound?
Curtis: As Traditional Ska as possible with hints of Latin Jazz.
ETC: How would you describe Ska music to someone not familiar with it?
Curtis: Pre-Reggae, Calypso-influenced dance music in layman’s terms. Kind of like 60s R&B
meets Calypso.
Kevin: Simplest to say would be fast Reggae or up-tempo Reggae.
ETC.: What are your long-term goals or plans?
Curtis: I want to complete an album, at least. Then we hope to do a couple of albums. Our
last recording experience failed miserably because the sound engineer who recorded us
moved out of town and took our masters with him. Right now Matt and I are working on starting our own label. We’re still in the planning stages.
ETC.: Who are your favorite bands in Ska from old to new?
Curtis: As far as old, it’s absolutely the Skatalites. They forged the music itself. They took
the raw elements and made it what Ska is today.
Kevin: Toots and the Maytalsincredible soul and vocals.
Continued on page 8
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Aloha,

Hawaii

text and photos by Cassandra Nash

Warm tropical weather, sun-drunk palm trees, flower aromas and friendly
people greet Spring Breakers at Oahu, Hawaii.
Enjoy the welcoming
hospitality that is known to traditional Hawaii (or Hawaii).
When you arrive, make your
Hawaiian holiday unforgettable
with easily accessible transportation.
You might try a quick
and easy bus trip to Oahu’s
Hanauma Bay, also known as
the "South -Seas dream." The
curved bay is an extinct volcanic crater eroded by the sea
to become a glittering patch of
emerald and sapphire. South
Seas dream is also a state
sea life refuge.
Hanauma Bay’s beauty
reigns highly for its elegance.
Some tourists love to spend a
day snorkeling and swimming
with the wonders of the sea.
Other tourists love to be
daredevils and try a flight high
above Oahu’s North Shore.
From inside a bubble topped sailplane, breathtaking
scenic vistas unfold with visibility up to 80 miles away.
Twenty-five years ago, this
action -packed experience pioneered at Dillingham Airfield,
Mokuleia. Today, the long -running flightseeing operation
boasts the largest commercial
fleet in the Pacific.
For those who might be
afraid of heights, a visit to the
beach suits the purpose.
Kailua’s turquoise waters are

5

clearer than Waikiki’s and the
waves are just right for body
surfing. Tourists may enjoy
watching the surfers dance in
the indigo water that swells
and turns green over shallows.
Surfer fans may taxi to
Sandy Beach and then to
Makapua Beach Park where
the expert surfers looking for
really strong surf go to show
off. Many of the main surfing
areas are along the North
Shore, like Waimea Bay and
Sunset Beach.
Many tourists board an
old-fashioned streetcar on the
Old Town Honolulu Trolley
tour. Waikiki Trolley takes you
on a nostalgic trip into
Honolulu’s colorful past. The
trolley provides regular service
at 15 -minute intervals to all
major landmarks, including
lolani Palace, Chinatown, King
Kamehameha Statue and
more. A single fare covers a
full day of streetcar service.
Give Hawaii a day and
it will share with you the spirit
of the islands at the
Polynesian Cultural Center.
Squeeze a six-month
cultural tour into one afternoon. The legends of
Polynesia are sung and
danced and brought to life for
you on canoes atop the
Center’s lagoon. Explore the
seven island villages. You can

weave your own hats, pound
root into food and learn to
dance the Tahitian way.
The dances are centuries old, as are the crafts
and the skills which produce
the artwork you will see at
every turn.
In the evening, there is
the luau feast on a whole
baked pig and a traditional
American or Hawaiian cuisine,
plus island -style entertainment. When all are fed, the
world-famous Polynesian night
show begins.
During the day, venture
over to Hawaii’s shopping
malls. In Honolulu and Waikiki,
shopping malls are a major
tourist activity. Ala Moana is
one of the best.
Honolulu is a vivid
blend of the old and new. Its
waterfront and historic districts
are delightful.
Now, that’s a trip to
write home about.

Adventurers will
love the cross
between theater
and museum at the
Polynesian Cultural
Center.

The island culture shares
in music and dance.

Remembering ...
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BEAUCAENS,
Mr. San
Francisco. We
shall not soon
see the likes of
you again ...
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By Kevin Hecteman
On February 1, a part of San
Francisco passed into history ...
Herb Caen, the columnist who, for
all intents and purposes, was my main
inspiration for going into newspaper writing,
died that morning.
I first discovered Herb Caen in my
younger days, during my many visits to my
grandparents’ house. When the morning
San Francisco Chronicle arrived, I had to
wait my turn to read the funnies because
they were in the same section as Herb
Caen’s column, and Grandma and
Grandpa read that first thing.
Sometimes, they would share funny
items with each other. I, being completely
out of the loop, didn’t have the foggiest idea
what they were talking about. When I was
about 10 or 11, I began to read this column
to find out just what it was that my grandparents found so enrapturing.
At first, I didn’t quite understand this
collection of items, sightems, funny license
plates, and namephreaks, but I knew I liked
his writing style. Gradually, that column
began to grow on me.
Finally, in my freshman days of high
school, I began buying a Chronicle every
morning en route to school and reading
Herb’s column at lunchtime, along with the
Sporting Green. The next year, I began my
own writing career with the Burlingame
High School newspaper. And Herb Caen
was one of the reasons.
How, exactly, did this column influence me? Very subtly, I suppose, because
I really don’t have a clear answer. All I know
is that I found Caen’s writing style entertaining and unique. That three-dot column
was not my only influence, but it probably
had a larger impact on me than most.

A LIFE STORY: Except for his three years
in Europe with the U.S. Army Air Force during World War II, Caen wrote his column six
days a week for 58 years. never missing a

deadline until lung cancer overtook him last
year. He was as much a part of breakfast as
scrambled eggs, hash browns, and coffee...
In 1950, the San Francisco Examiner, the
Chronicle’s evening archrival, lured him
away by tripling his salary. It was a devastating loss for the Chronicle and a boon for
the Examiner. The union did not last, as
Caen went back to the Chron in 1958...
Speaking of unions that did not last, Caen
had three marriages end in divorce. His
longest marriage, from 1958 to 1983, produced his only child, Christopher. In April
1996, he married his longtime sweetheart,
Ann Moller... Caen didn’t limit his writings to
Thuh Column. He also produced many
books. His most famous are "Baghdad-by the-Bay" and "One Man’s San Francisco"...
Finally, in April 1996, Caen’s efforts won
him journalism’s highest honor: the Pullet
Surprise, er, the Pulitzer Prize.

LURCHING ON: How did this man
become a San Francisco institution? How
did his column achieve the rarefied status
of "Required Reading"?
Perhaps because Caen loved his
city, and loved his work. He kept up with
the times"the only way to fight a thing
like 50 is to stay au courant if it kills you,"
he wrote on his 50th b -day in 1966yet
was profoundly nostalgic.
When the skyscrapers began to
spring up like weeds in an unkempt garden, Caen wrote of the "vertical earthquake" that was, in his view, ruining the
city. In the early 70s, Caen lamented, "The
old city grew beautiful by accident. The
new one is growing ugly by design."
In the sixties, when CalTrans wanted to build freeways through the city, Caen
helped lead the effort to prevent the
Golden Gate Park panhandle, parts of the
Presidio, the Marina and other areas from
disappearing under ribbons of concrete.
Caen was also a vocal supporter in

the fight to preserve what has become the
international symbol of San Francisco: the
cable car.
He also coined the term "Beatnik" to
denote members of the Beat Generation of
the 50s, as well as "Berserkley" to describe
a certain East Bay city during the upheaval
of the 60s.

MAN OF POWER: Caen also possessed
an unmatched ability to effect change and
fight injustice through his "Loyal Royal."
When the Giants baseball team
moved from New York to San Francisco in
1958, center fielder Willie Mays went
househunting and closed a deal on a place
in the St. Francis Wood area. The deal,
however, collapsed when neighbors inveigled the owner not to sell. Said one:
"Colored people just don’t belong in this
part of town."
The incident remained under wraps
until Caen got wind of it and exposed it for
all to see. Soon, the Chronicle headlines
blared: "WILLIE MAYS IS DENIED S. F.
HOUSERACE ISSUE." The resulting
public outcry brought shame upon the city
and the neighborhood. Mays was able to
buy his house with no further trouble.
Through his column, Herb Caen took
me on a tour of the Ess Eff social scene. He
supplied me with ready -to-use jokes and
wit. He wrote glowing tributes to The City by
the Bay. And, unlike me, Herb Caen
refused to use a computer. To the very end,
he batted out his column on an old Royal
manual typewriter (the Loyal Royal, it was
called)... just like the one I used to play
around on at my grandparents’ house, long
ago and far away.

Monkey continued from page 5
Curtis: There are plenty of artists we can name all day long.
Skankin’ Pickle started us off and gave us the fire to research the
music. The Blue Beat Stompers were the first strictly traditional
band we played with besides ourselves. And we were shocked that
someone was doing it besides us in this area.
ETC.: Has there been a resurgence in Traditional Ska?
Kevin: When we started playing, we had no idea we’d get the good
reaction like we did. I thought our band would be so different from
everybody else in the area. People who don’t even know about
Traditional Ska looked at us and said, "What are these guys doing?"
and loved it.
Curtis: Not looking at Traditional, Two-Tone (early -80’s Ska), or
Third Wave Ska. I believe Ska itself will, or is becoming, a large
force in music. The alternative music scene has been full of very
negative music like Nine Inch Nails that kind of heavy, everybody sounds-the -same type of stuff. Ska provides something for those
who are not in a pissed-off mood all the time. It gives a balance to
everything.
ETC.: What are some non-Ska bands you admire?
Curtis: The Geraldine Fibbers do some mind-blowing insurgent
Country and Western. I take a lot of inspiration from them musically. You can’t hear it when I put it in the Ska but they’re an amazing
band. I wish I could write like them. There’s Iron Maiden! Totally
Iron Maiden. Ever since we were 14 we used to listen to Iron
Maiden.
Kevin: I can’t deny it, I’m not proud, but I can’t deny it.
ETC.: How’d you get the name "Monkey"?
Curtis: That’s a concept I came up with when I first saw Skankin’
Pickle a long time ago. It’s been in my head for a long time.
Basically Ska music has many references to monkeys like: the higher the monkey climbs, Monkey Ska, Monkey Man, etc. There are so
many references in Ska that I thought that Monkey would be the
ultimate name for a Ska band.
ETC.: Ever get confused with the other band the "Monkees"?
Curtis: That’s the one thing that made me want to name the band
Monkey the most. There have been many bands with name
Monkey in it, but no one’s said flat out "Monkey". No one wants to
be confused with that band that used to be on TV. The Monkees
themselves have such a campy, corny image that nobody wants to
be confused with them.
ETC.: Do you have any advice for other bands starting out?
Curtis: My advice to anybody starting a band is don’t deal with attitudes. Lot of people shoot attitudes on how you should write or play
music. Whatever comes out, be happy with it. Keep playing the
shows and come off as professional as possible. I’ve been in a
couple of bands myself so I know how bands fall apart. Go out and
do it, have fun, be consistent, be on time for the gigs, play your
hardest, get off stage, and thank everybody. Never bitch each other
out, especially at the club, if a part of a song went wrong. Respect
and care for the audience’s support. Let the audience know that
you’re happy to play for them. That’s coming across to your crowd
positively.
Kevin: Throw ego out the door entirely. Do the best you can.
Curtis: Ego is the worst. Humble musicians know they can play
and should be mellow and talk about the show humbly. Basically be
professional to the club, be courteous to your crowd, put on a great
show, and be in love with what you’re doing. You’re going to have a
lot of good shows and bad shows that are going to make you want

to kill your other band members or yourself like it’s the end of the
world. But it’s not the end of the world. Remind yourself you’re in
love with it and have direction.
ETC.: How is the Ska scene here in the Bay Area?
Curtis: It’s hard getting booked. Ska is not tremendously big in the
Bay Area except for the all -ages show. The kids know about the
music. And I want to bring the music to the awareness of those
over 16 and 17 years old. You have to keep playing around til you
have a name. It’s all about drive. And once you have a name, people will see you. As long as there are five people there dancing at a
show and they tell five of their friends, then you got it. Then there
will be 45 more people after that at the next show.
ETC.: What are your upcoming projects?
Curtis: We have a track on the new Skarmageddon 3 compilation
on Moon Records. We have a split 7-inch with a group called
Unsteady on the Asian Man label. That’s Mike Parks’ label (former
lead singer of Skankin’ Pickle). After that we’re on a Steady Beat
compilation called Ska, Rock steady, and Reggae. Unsteady is our
brother band from San Diego that we work with a lot. They’re a
bunch of great guys and we’re planning to do a two-week tour
across America in the summer.
ETC.: Any final words?
Curtis: Come to our shows and buy our tapes!

Monkey Information:
The Monkey Message Hotline is 408.235.0610
and their world wide web page is at:
http://www.dnai.com/-soongliu/monkey.html
Some upcoming show dates:
Mar 8 - New George’s in San Rafael w/ Undercover
S.K.A. and Jimmy 2 Times.
Mar 14 - Menlo Park- St. Bede’s Episcopal Church w/
Slow Gherkin, Pirates of Funk, Chachi Boba Fett and
the Wookie.
Mar 22 - Cactus Club in San Jose w/ Let’s Go Bowling
Apr 3 - "An Evening with Monkey" Brittania Arms at
Sunnyvale/Saratoga in Cupertino.
Apr 8 - Cubberly
Community Center w/
Isaac Green and The
Skalars
Apr 18 - Saratoga
Community Center
"Grand Finali’s Skankin’
Birthday Party" w/ Slow
Gherkin and Blindspot.

